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2.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION
This Draft ES includes some references to the replacement of Marsh Lane Level
crossing (and associated works at Dodds Farm and Apsley Manor Farm
accommodation crossings). Any work at these locations falls outside of the
scope of the Project and no references will be included in the final ES which will
accompany the TWAO Application.

2.1
2.1.1

Introduction
This chapter describes the Project, which is the subject of this Draft
Environmental Statement (Draft ES). Chapter 1 (Introduction) sets out how
the Project fits within the wider EWR Programme, as well as differentiating
the Project from the TWAO Scheme. The following sections describe the
limits of the Project and the TWAO Scheme respectively.

2.2
2.2.1

Project Location
The Project will comprise works along approximately 60 miles, or nearly
100km, of the existing railway between Bicester, Bletchley, Bedford and
Princes Risborough, via Aylesbury.

2.2.2

The Project crosses two County Council areas, namely Oxfordshire County
Council (OCC) and Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC) and several local
authority boundaries (listed geographically from west to east):

2.2.3



Cherwell District Council (CDC), within OCC;



Aylesbury Vale District Council (AVDC), within BCC;



Wycombe District Council (WDC), within BCC;



Milton Keynes Council (MKC), a Unitary Authority (UA);



Central Bedfordshire Council (CBC), also a UA; and



Bedford Borough Council (BBC), also a UA.

Figure 1.1 in Volume 4 shows the geographical extent of the Project within
each of these local authority areas.

2.2.4

The Draft ES has been prepared during a period of on-going design
development and consultation and, in order to assess the environmental
effects of the Project during this period of evolving design, the Draft ES has
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made a series of assumptions about the Project, based on information
available at the time when the assessment started. Since then, the Project
design has continued to develop. The most notable area of design
development relates to the Project Boundary, which, for the purposes of the
draft assessment, was fixed in November 2016. This Project Boundary
delineates the Project Area for the purposes of assessment, and is presented
on the figures (Volume 4) accompanying the Draft ES as the “Project
Boundary (November 2016)”. This varies from the current “Application
Boundary and Extent of Permanent and Temporary Works” that is presented
on the Scheme Drawings submitted for consultation (which were fixed in
January 2017).
2.2.5

The outer limits of the works within the Project and TWAO Scheme Areas,
are also shown in Figure 1.1 (Volume 4), and set out in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1 Limits of Works

Limit

Location of Outer Extent of Works
The Project

The TWAO Scheme

Western

Crossing with the Chiltern Main Line,
approximately 1km south east of
Bicester Village Station at OS Grid
Reference SP 598228.

Crossing with the Chiltern Main Line,
approximately 1km south east of
Bicester Village Station at OS Grid
Reference SP 598228.

Northern

Denbigh Hall South Junction,
approximately 4.2km south east of
Milton Keynes Central Station at OS
Grid Reference SP 841380.

Denbigh Hall South Junction,
approximately 4.2km south east of
Milton Keynes Central Station at OS
Grid Reference SP 841380.

Eastern

Bedford Station (via Bedford St
Johns) at OS Grid Reference TL
041496.

Woburn Road crossing, Bedford, off
Chantry Road, Bedford at OS Grid
Reference TL 034464.

Princes Risborough railway station

Aylesbury Station at OS Grid
Reference SP 817134.

Southern at OS Grid Reference SP 799027.

2.2.6

EWR2 crosses an area covered by High Speed 2 (HS2) between Grebe Lake
(Calvert), Queen Catherine Road (Steeple Claydon) and Station Road
(Quainton).
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2.2.7

The proposed route of HS2 runs parallel to the Marylebone–Claydon Junction
line for 7.6km, running north of Quainton to Claydon Junction and then
crosses under the Oxford to Bletchley line. Continuing north, the route of HS2
broadly follows the remains of the Great Central Main Line track bed.

2.2.8

Insert 2.1 below is a schematic diagram showing the location of HS2 in
relation to the existing EWR2 railway. As a result of this, approximately
12.5km of works to EWR2 is required within this area and have consent under
the High Speed Rail (London - West Midlands) Act 2017. These are referred
to as the HS2 Works in this Draft ES. The environmental assessment carried
out for the HS2 Phase One project assessed the effects arising from the
construction and operation of the HS2 Works.1 However, the environmental
assessment for the HS2 Phase One project did not assess the operation of
EWR2 services within the HS2 Area. For this reason, the Draft ES also
assesses the operation of EWR2 within the HS2 Area.

1

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/high-speed-rail-london-west-midlands-bill
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2.2.9

Where, through this assessment, significant effects arising from the Project
within the HS2 Area are identified, mitigation measures are proposed as part
of the Project and authorisation will be sought for them as part of the TWAO
Application. A description of the mitigation proposed can be found later in this
chapter.

2.2.10

Additionally, this Draft ES assesses the cumulative effects of the HS2 Works
together with the Project. Interaction between the HS2 Works and the Project
is given further consideration in Chapter 4 (EIA Methodology) and Chapter
15 (Cumulative Effects).

2.3
2.3.1

Description of the Area
The majority of the Project is located in a rural, predominantly arable farming,
setting. Where the railway passes through towns (Aylesbury, Bedford,
Bicester, Bletchley, Princes Risborough and Winslow), the setting comprises
residential, commercial, industrial and other urban land uses.
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2.3.2

The M40 motorway lies approximately 4.5km west of the Project Area at
Bicester and 8km south west of the Project Area at Princes Risborough. The
M1 motorway passes over the Project Area on an overbridge approximately
400m south east of Junction 13 and 270m south west of Ridgmont Station.

2.3.3

The Project Area includes a number of existing railway stations (though it
should be noted most of these will not be changed as part of the Project):

2.3.4



Bletchley;



Fenny Stratford;



Bow Brickhill;



Woburn Sands;



Aspley Guise;



Ridgmont;



Lidlington;



Millbrook;



Stewartby;



Kempston Hardwick;



Bedford St. Johns;



Aylesbury Vale Parkway;



Aylesbury;



Little Kimble;



Monks Risborough; and



Princes Risborough.

The Project Area also includes the Buckinghamshire Railway Centre
(formerly Quainton Road Station), which is no longer an operational station.

2.3.5

The following main rivers and/or their tributaries coincide with the Project
Area:


River Ray, near Bicester;



River Thame, between Bicester and Aylesbury and Princes Risborough;



River Ouzel, near Bletchley; and



River Great Ouze, at Bedford.
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2.3.6

The Project Area is also crossed by the Grand Union Canal, at Fenny
Stratford, east of Bletchley.

2.3.7

The Project Area passes through the following National Character Areas
(NCAs)2:

2.3.8



88. Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire Claylands;



90. Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge;



108. Upper Thames Clay Vales;



109. Midvale Ridge; and



110. Chilterns.

The Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty borders the southern edge
of the Project at Princes Risborough. It should be noted that there are only
small scale interventions proposed in this part of the Project, so no significant
effects are anticipated on this landscape designation.

2.3.9

There are also a number of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) within
2km of the Project Boundary, with one directly adjoining it east of Calvert,
namely Sheephouse Wood SSSI. Further details about these designations
can be found in Chapter 9 (Ecology).
Existing Rail Infrastructure

2.3.10

The majority of the Project Area encompasses existing railway infrastructure,
which supports a range of passenger and freight services.

2.3.11

Between Bicester and Bletchley, the mothballed railway is single track in a
formation wide enough for double track. In most places the rails are still in
place, but there are short sections where track no longer exists.

2.3.12

One section, between Queen Catherine Road (Steeple Claydon) and
Bletchley, is closed to operational railway traffic, and there are short sections

2

NCAs are subdivisions of England that are based on a combination of landscape, biodiversity, geodiversity and economic
activity. These broad divisions form the basic units of cohesive countryside character, giving each a distinct ‘sense of place’.
There are 159 National Character Areas in England, each uniquely numbered.
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where functional track no longer exists though it remains NR managed
infrastructure (NRMI), subject to maintenance activity.
2.3.13

At Bletchley, the line from Bicester crosses over the West Coast Main Line
(WCML) via the Bletchley Flyover. From here, chords3 join the WCML at
Denbigh Hall South Junction (to the north), and the line to Bedford (to the
east). There is currently no facility for passenger services that travel in an
east to west direction to stop at Bletchley Station.

2.3.14

Between Bletchley and Bedford, much of the railway is double track.
However, between Bletchley and the A5 overbridge of the railway (south of
Caldecotte Lake, in Milton Keynes), and between the Ampthill Road–Elstow
Road link and Bedford Station, the railway is single track. There are several
existing stations along this section of the route: Fenny Stratford, Bow Brickhill,
Woburn Sands, Aspley Guise, Ridgmont, Lidlington, Millbrook, Stewartby,
Kempston Hardwick, Bedford St Johns and Bedford.

2.3.15

Between Claydon Junction and Aylesbury, including the HS2 Area, the
railway is mostly single track within a double track width formation. Along this
section, there are railway sidings associated with the operation of waste
facilities at Calvert (approximately 1.5km south of Claydon Junction), and a
heritage railway centre, the Buckinghamshire Railway Centre.

2.3.16

South of Aylesbury Station, there is a single track within a double track width
formation. There are two other existing stations along this section of the
railway: Little Kimble and Monks Risborough.
Existing Rail Operations

2.3.17

Freight trains run between Bicester and Claydon Junction, where they
change direction, running onto the line to Aylesbury. From here freight trains
run north-south to the Calvert Waste Transfer Station at the railway sidings
serving the Calvert landfill site and the Greatmoor Energy from Waste plant.

3

A railway line which connects two main lines
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Freight trains also arrive at these facilities from the south of the country, via
Aylesbury.
2.3.18

A passenger shuttle train service runs once an hour between Aylesbury and
London Marylebone via Princes Risborough. Another passenger shuttle train
service runs once an hour between Aylesbury Vale Parkway and London
Marylebone via Amersham.

2.3.19

At Bletchley, maintenance rail vehicles make use of the Bletchley Flyover and
a short stretch of double track to the west of the flyover.

2.3.20

Between Bletchley and Bedford, there is a local stopping passenger service
running one train per hour in each direction.

2.3.21

No passenger or freight services currently run between Claydon Junction and
Bletchley, or between Bletchley Flyover and Denbigh Hall South Junction.

2.4
2.4.1

The Project
The Project makes use of the existing railway between Bicester and Bedford
and Bletchley and Princes Risborough, via Aylesbury. The Project proposes
to upgrade and reconstruct the existing railway to modern standards and
reinstate rail services between the aforementioned locations. Table 2.2 sets
out the main features of the Project.
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Table 2.2 Main Features of the Project

Feature

Description

Track

Installation of new and refurbishment of existing track.

Earthworks

Construction of new and refurbishment of existing earthworks
(cuttings and embankments) to accommodate new structures and
widening of the railway to meet modern safety requirements.

Stations

Construction of a new station at Winslow, provision of new platforms
at Bletchley and Aylesbury Vale Parkway stations and platform
extensions at Princes Risborough, Ridgmont and Woburn Sands
stations.

Highway
crossings

Construction of new highway overbridge crossings of the railway
where existing highway level crossings are to be closed.
Construction of new footbridge crossings of the railway where

Foot crossings existing footpath level crossings are to be closed.
Public Rights
of Way

The alterations to crossings will require a number of alterations to
public rights of way crossing or nearby to the Project.

Structures

Construction of new, reconstruction or refurbishment or alteration of
selected structures, such as bridges, to bring them up to date with
modern railway standards.

Plant

Provision of supporting infrastructure such as substations for the
purpose of powering railway systems.

Signalling

Provision of new and refurbishment of existing signalling and
associated cabling.

Telecommunic Provision of new telecommunications facilities and associated
cabling.
ations
Electrical and
Power

Provision of power cables to serve railside and station infrastructure.

Drainage and
culverts

Refurbishment and reconstruction of existing culverts and track
drainage.

Ancillary
infrastructure

Additional elements to ensure the Project is built and operated in a
safe, efficient manner, such as fencing, lighting, electrical
connections, pedestrian/vehicle access.

Maintenance
infrastructure

Provision of permanent maintenance compounds and rail access
points for vehicles and/or pedestrians.
Various environmental mitigation measures including planting/habitat

Environmental creation, flood plain compensation and noise mitigating infrastructure
mitigation
(e.g. bunds or fencing).

2.4.2

The following sections in this chapter provide further detail on each Project
feature.
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2.4.3

It should be noted that design of these Project elements is still in progress
and will be influenced by consultation. Detailed design will take place post
consent, in line with the Governance for Railway Investment Projects (GRIP)
process, which is NR’s management and control process for the delivery of
projects and is mandatory for all significant NR projects4.This Draft ES
considers appropriate scheme parameters in order to ensure a robust level
of assessment in relation to the developing design.
Track

2.4.4

There are several areas where work is required to the track to provide a safe
and modern track for running trains.

2.4.5

Between Bicester and Bletchley and Aylesbury, the existing track needs
replacement or reinstatement. Double track will be laid between these
locations. This includes the section of railway within the HS2 Area, between
Claydon Junction and Quainton. Construction of this latter section has been
assessed as part of the HS2 ES and therefore is not assessed in this Draft
ES. Operational use of this part of the Project is considered, however, and
described later in this chapter. As set out in Section 2.2 of this chapter,
cumulative effects arising between HS2 and the Project are covered in
Chapter 15 (Cumulative Effects).

2.4.6

Project-wide, there will also be modest adjustments to the track alignment,
both vertically (up and down) and, or, laterally (side to side). The purpose of
these works is to provide safe clearance for trains in order to maintain safe
operations, achieve the required improvement in track operating speeds and
improve passenger comfort. In addition to these track works, the Project will
provide railway loops5 near Newton Longville (on both sides of the railway).
The railway loops will provide space for a 775m freight train to pull off the
track to wait (known as recessing) and allow faster passenger services to

4

The eight GRIP stages are: GRIP 1 – Output definition; GRIP 2 – Pre-feasibility; GRIP 3 – Option Selection; GRIP 4 – Single
Option development; GRIP 5 – Detailed design; GRIP 6 – Construction, test and commission; GRIP 7 – Scheme hand back,
and GRIP 8 – Project close out

5A

low-speed track section distinct from a running line. A freight loop provides space for a freight train to pull in (known as
recessing) and allow faster passenger services to overtake them, thereby preventing restrictions to passenger services as a
result of freight using the line
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overtake them, thereby preventing delays to passenger services from freight
services using the railway.
2.4.7

Between Bletchley and Bedford, and between Aylesbury and Princes
Risborough, no amendments to the track are proposed. The existing
infrastructure will be retained. Insert 2.2 shows a typical section of double
track railway.

Insert 2.2 Typical section of double track railway

Insert 2.1 Typical railway embankmentInsert 2.2 Typical
section of double track railway
Earthworks

2.4.8

There
present
in the Project Area as a result of the existing
Insertare
2.3 earthworks
Typical railway
embankment
railway. The vertical alignment of the existing railway runs above and below
ground
level
by uprailway
to 5mcuttingInsert
in a number2.5
ofTypical
places. This gives rise to a series of
Insert 2.4
Typical
railway embankmentInsert 2.6 Typical section of double

embankments
track railway and cuttings, which allow the track level to stay relatively level
through a varied topography. This allows trains to operate more efficiently by
reducing
needrailway
for additional
acceleration
and deceleration to climb and
Insert 2.7the
Typical
embankmentInsert
2.8 Typical
section of double track railway

descend inclines. Insert 2.3 and 2.4 show a typical railway embankment and
cutting.
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Insert 2.3 Typical railway embankment

Insert 2.9 Typical railway cuttingInsert 2.10 Typical railway
embankment

Insert 2.11 Typical railway cutting

Insert 2.12 Typical railway embankment

Insert 2.13 Typical railway cuttingInsert 2.14 Typical railway
embankment

Insert 2.4 Typical railway cutting

2.4.9

Where possible, the Project aims to retain these existing earthworks and
minimise the requirement for new ones, thereby limiting environmental
impacts of the Project arising from land take and earth movements. In some
cases, however, works to existing earthworks or provision of new earthworks
will be required to:
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2.4.10



Repair or reinstate existing earthworks e.g. where natural processes,
such as weathering, or animal activity has caused damage;



Extend existing embankments or cuttings e.g. to facilitate track corridor
widening; and



Support new infrastructure, e.g. highway overbridges.

Extensions to earthworks will be required to facilitate the provision of a safe
and modern railway. The existing railway formation does not have enough
space to accommodate modern trains and railway systems. These elements
include signalling, telecommunications and maintenance walkways.

2.4.11

To enable the necessary widening of the railway, works are required to
existing embankments and cuttings. These works may widen the
embankment on one side or the other, widen the embankment on both sides,
or maintain the embankment width but reduce the height, thereby providing
a wider formation along the top of the embankment. These works will also
aim to provide a wider corridor within existing cuttings. This will be achieved
either by widening the cutting, or partial filling to provide a wider corridor along
the bottom of the cutting.

2.4.12

Where earthworks are being reinstated, extended or provided to support new
infrastructure, the design accommodates a range of slope gradient ratios. In
most places, embankment slope is influenced by geotechnical conditions and
existing embankment make up. Whilst shallower slopes are simpler to
construct, they require a larger land take. In some locations, steeper slopes
and retaining structures will be used to reduce land take.

2.4.13

Embankments, whether they are new or have been subject to alteration, will
in general, be covered in top-soil (150mm – 300mm in depth) and grass
seeded. The embankment slopes will be owned and maintained by NR,
except where earthworks are required in support of highway works, in which
case the footprint directly beneath the road surface will be owned by the
landowner, with the Local Highway Authority (LHA) providing maintenance of
the verge areas.
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2.4.14

Table 2.3 summarises the types of earthworks proposed by local authority
area:
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Table 2.3 Summary of proposed earthworks

Local Authority

Cherwell District
Council

Embankments

Cuttings

There will be embankment works over a distance of 2.3km to
accommodate a widened railway.
Embankments will also be required to support new
overbridges at:


Charbridge Lane (A4421);



Bicester Road (Launton);



Manor Farm (Launton); and



Station Road (Launton).

There will be cutting works over a distance of 0.2km to
accommodate a widened railway.

There will be embankment works over a distance 13.3km to
accommodate a widened railway.
Embankments will also be required to support new
overbridges at:

Aylesbury Vale
District Council



Marsh Gibbon;



Queen Catherine Road;



Verney Junction;



Furze Lane;



Moco Farm;



Salden; and

There will be cutting works over a distance of 8km to
accommodate a widened railway.

 Lower Blackgrove.
Minor embankment works will also be required at other
existing overbridges, where modifications are proposed.
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Local Authority
Milton Keynes
Council

Embankments

Cuttings

There will be embankment works over a distance of 1.7km to
accommodate a widened railway.
No extensions to cuttings are proposed.
Embankments will also be required to support a new
overbridge at Woodley’s Farm.
No extensions to embankments are proposed.

Central Bedfordshire
Embankments will also be required to support a new
Council
overbridge at Marston Road (Lidlington).

No extensions to cuttings are proposed.

Bedford City Council

No extensions to embankments are proposed.
Embankments will also be required to support a new
overbridge at Manor Road (Kempston Hardwick).

No extensions to cuttings are proposed.

Wycombe District
Council

No extensions to embankments are proposed.
Embankments will be required to support a new overbridge
at Marsh Lane (Stoke Mandeville).

No extensions to cuttings are proposed.
Earthworks may also be required to support a railway
overbridge, also at Marsh Lane, where livestock access will
be provided underneath the railway.
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Stations

2.4.15

The Project proposes a series of works at stations along the railway, as
shown on the Scheme Drawings submitted for consultation. The works range
from platform extensions at existing stations, to the provision of a new station
at Winslow.

2.4.16

2.4.17

Platform extensions will be installed at the following stations:


Princes Risborough;



Ridgmont; and



Woburn Sands.

Larger works are to take place at Aylesbury Vale Parkway and Bletchley
stations.
Aylesbury Vale Parkway Station

2.4.18

Two additional side platforms are to be built at Aylesbury Vale Parkway
Station (see Insert 2.5), connected via a footbridge with steps and two lifts,
one on each platform.

Insert 2.5 Aylesbury Vale Parkway Station
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Bletchley Station
2.4.19

At Bletchley, additions will be made to the station. This will be in the form of
new platforms either side of the elevated railway at the north end of Bletchley
Flyover, to the south of the existing Bletchley Station. To avoid conflict with
vehicular movements associated with the aggregates plant and depot site
beneath the flyover, passenger circulation will be accommodated in two
ways. A new underpass will enable passenger movement between platforms,
whilst a new footbridge will connect the elevated platforms with the existing
station building. Two lifts will also be provided, one on each platform
connecting with the underpass.
Winslow

2.4.20

At Winslow, a new station is to be built. The station will be located on the
western side of the A413 on the northern side of Winslow, adjacent to the
railway, which lies in a cutting at this point (see Insert 2.6). This is to comprise
a station building housing a ticket office and retail outlets. Two platforms will
be built, one for eastbound train operations (towards Bletchley) and one for
westbound operations (towards Bicester). The station is designed to allow
step-free access to the platforms, from the station building via a footbridge
and lifts. In addition, a decked car parking will provide 342 standard spaces
and 18 spaces for those with restricted mobility (the latter near to the station
building), cycle parking and a transport interchange6.

2.4.21

The station site at Winslow benefits from an existing outline planning consent
(application ref. 13/02112/AOP on the Aylesbury Vale District Council
planning portal). The outline planning application, approved in November
2013, covers the land use and highway access to the site. The station
building, car park and road access will be consented under a pending
reserved matters planning application (16/03132/ADP), separate from the

6

A place where passengers are exchanged between different modes of transport e.g. bus, train, private car/taxi.
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TWAO Application. The platforms and access to them from the station
building will be consented under the TWAO.

Insert 2.6 Location of Winslow Station

Quainton Road Station

2.4.22

Quainton Road Station is currently non-operational and is used solely by
visitors of the adjacent Buckinghamshire Railway Centre. Regular landfill
freight trains travelling to Calvert pass through the station.

2.4.23

It is proposed to reduce the width of the platform at the station on the north
side of the line, which is currently in poor condition, by up to 240mm by
rebuilding the front wall. This is necessary to accommodate the proposed
railway alignment for the EWR2 route. Additionally, it is proposed to erect
high security fencing along the perimeter of the platform to provide protection
for visitors of the Buckinghamshire Railway Centre from services along the
route.

2.4.24

The Project will be designed in such a way so as to maintain the current
arrangement of the Buckinghamshire Railway Centre.
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2.4.25

The platforms on either side of the railway, the platform buildings, shelters
and the connecting bridge are all part of the 1890s station and are Grade II
listed; therefore works to reduce the width of the platform represents direct
work to a heritage asset. A separate Listed Building Consent application will
be submitted at the same time as the TWAO submission, seeking consent to
carry out the proposed works to this heritage asset.
Crossings

2.4.26

There are a number of crossings of the existing railway, both vehicle and foot
crossings, and many of these will be affected by the Project. It should be
noted that some foot crossings and highway or private crossings occur in the
same place, at the same crossing. Please refer to all tables in this section to
gain a full understanding of the proposed changes.

2.4.27

The structures can be identified by an alphanumeric code consisting of the
three letter Engineering Line Reference7 (ELR) and a number applied to that
structure e.g. OXD 12. The Scheme Drawings submitted for consultation
show the code for each crossing.

2.4.28

The ELRs applied to the sections of the railway and their relevance to the
Project are summarised in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4 Relevant Engineering Line References

7

Engineering Line
Reference

Abbreviation

Project Location

Oxford Branch (Oxford
to Bletchley)

OXD

Bicester to Bletchley

Bletchley Flyover
Junction to Fenny
Stratford

BFO

Bletchley

Denbigh Hall Flyover
South Junction to
Bletchley Flyover
Junction

DHF

Bletchley

London Euston to
Crewe

LEC

Bletchley to Milton Keynes

National system used in Britain to describe individual railway routes
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Engineering Line
Reference

Abbreviation

Project Location

Bletchley to Bedford
Midland

BBM

Bletchley to Bedford

Marylebone to Claydon
LNE Junction

MCJ2, MCJ3 and MCJ4

Claydon Junction to
Aylesbury

Princes Risborough to
Aylesbury South

PRA

Aylesbury to Princes
Risborough

Public Highway Vehicle Crossings

2.4.29

There are a number of existing public highway level crossings in the Project
Area that occur at the same ground level as the railway (termed as at-grade),
as opposed to crossings on bridges.

2.4.30

Insert 2.7 shows a typical highway overbridge.

Insert 2.7 Typical Highway Overbridge
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2.4.31

For safety reasons, a number of these at-grade crossings are to be replaced
by overbridges. At some locations, where alternative crossings are to be
provided, or are to be sited nearby, a crossing may close.

2.4.32

Table 2.5 sets out the public highway crossings affected by the Project and
the proposed changes, the locations of which can be found on the Scheme
Drawings submitted for consultation.

Table 2.5 Public highway crossings affected

Crossing Name

Location

Local Authority Proposal

Charbridge Lane

Charbridge
Lane/A4421,
Bicester

Cherwell District
Council

New single carriageway
overbridge to replace
existing level crossing

Bicester Road,
Launton

Bicester Road,
Launton

Cherwell District
Council

Existing bridge to be
demolished and new
overbridge provided to
the east

Station Road,
Launton

Station Road,
Launton

Cherwell District
Council

Existing level crossing
to be closed and new
overbridge provided to
the east

OXD 29 (Main
Street, Charndon)

Main Street,
Charndon

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Reconstruction of
central span

Queen Catherine
Road

Queen
Aylesbury Vale
Catherine Road,
District Council
Steeple Claydon

Existing level crossing
to be closed and new
overbridge provided to
the west

OXD 25 (Sandhill
Road, Middle
Claydon)

Sandhill Road,
Middle Claydon

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Reconstruction of
central span

OXD 20 (Furze
Lane)

Furze Lane,
Winslow

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Existing bridge to be
demolished and new
overbridge provided to
the west

OXD 13 (Horwood
Road)

Mursley

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Reconstruction of
central span

OXD 11 (Whaddon
Road)

Mursley

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Reconstruction of
central span

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Existing bridge to be
demolished and new
overbridge provided to
the west

OXD 10 (Salden)

Salden
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Crossing Name

Location

Local Authority Proposal

Marston Road

Marston Road,
Lidlington

Central
Bedfordshire
Council

New overbridge to
replace existing
crossing

Manor Road

Manor Road,
Kempston
Hardwick

Bedford Borough
Council

New overbridge to
replace existing level
crossing

Marsh Lane

Marsh Lane,
Stoke
Mandeville

Wycombe District
Council

New overbridge to
replace existing level
crossing

Other vehicle crossings

2.4.33

There are other types of existing vehicle level crossings affected by the
Project that are not public highway. They comprise NR accesses, field
crossings and field accesses for private landowners. A number of these
existing vehicle crossings are proposed to be closed and replaced with sitespecific solutions such as a new overbridge or deck replacement, a new
access track, or a diversion to another nearby crossing. Table 2.6 sets out
these vehicle crossings affected by the Project and the proposed changes.
The locations of these can be found on the Scheme Drawings submitted for
consultation.
Table 2.6 Other vehicle crossings affected

Crossing Name

Crossing Type

Local Authority

Proposal

Manor Farm

Field access

Cherwell District
Council

New overbridge to
replace existing
level crossing

Marsh Gibbon
Accommodation

Field Access

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Demolish existing
structure and
replace with new
structure to the
west

Marsh Gibbon,
Poundon

User Works
Crossing

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Reconstruction of
central span

OXD 30 (Green
Lane)

Farm Access

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Deck to be raised
(jacking)

Littleworth Farm

Field crossing

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Close and divert via
new Verney
Junction overbridge
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Crossing Name

Crossing Type

Local Authority

Proposal

Verney Junction

Farm access

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Close and divert via
new overbridge to
the west

Moco Farm No. 1

Field crossing

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Close and divert via
new Moco Farm
overbridge

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Occupation
overbridge may be
retained. There will
be a new bridge
built to the west.

OXD 14 (Moco
Farm)

Moco Farm No. 2

Field crossing

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Replace with new
stepped footbridge

Weasel's Lodge

Field crossing

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Close and divert via
new overbridge

Woodley’s Farm

Field access

Milton Keynes
Council

Replace with new
overbridge

Berry Lane

Unadopted Road

Central
Bedfordshire
Council

Close and divert via
Aspley Guise
highway crossing

Long Leys

Field Crossing

Central
Bedfordshire
Council

Close and divert via
Aspley Guise
highway crossing

Matey Boys

Field Crossing

Central
Bedfordshire
Council

Close and divert via
BBM 06a Bedford
Road crossing

Stewartby
Brickworks

Private Crossing

Bedford Borough
Council

Close and
extinguish right of
way

Lower Blackgrove
No.1

Field Access

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Replace with new
overbridge

Fleet Marston Farm

Field Access

Aylesbury Vale
District Council

Close and divert via
existing MCJ2 177

Foot crossings

2.4.34

In addition to the public highway and other vehicle crossings, there are many
foot crossings of the railway affected by the Project. These foot crossings are
at the same ground level as the railway (at-grade). Many of these at-grade
rights of way will be closed and a replacement overbridge built in its place,
see insert 2.8 for a typical stepped footbridge. Some crossings will be closed
and the right of way diverted to nearby crossings or to a replacement
overbridge. Again the primary reason for these changes is safety.
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Insert 2.8 Typical stepped footbridge

2.4.35

Table
sets
out mounted
the foot signalInsert
crossings affected
by stepped
the Project,
along with the
Insert2.7
2.23
Gantry
2.24 Typical
footbridge
proposal to change the existing alignment. The Scheme Drawings submitted
forInsert
consultation
show
the location
2.25 Gantry
mounted
signal for these proposed changes.
Table 2.7 Foot crossings affected
Insert 2.26 Typical stepped footbridge

Crossing Name

Local Authority

Proposal

Replace
with new
stepped
Insert 2.27 Gantry mounted signalInsert 2.28 Typical
stepped
footbridge
Cherwell District Council footbridge with provision for a cycle
Jarvis Lane
channel

Grange Farm

Cherwell District Council

Replace with new stepped
footbridge

Launton No.1

Cherwell District Council

Close and divert via new stepped
footbridge at Grange Farm

Launton No.2

Cherwell District Council

Close and divert via new stepped
footbridge at Grange Farm

Marsh Gibbon FP

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and divert via new Marsh
Gibbon accommodation overbridge

Poundon No.2

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Replace with new stepped
footbridge

Charndon No.3

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and divert via Marsh Gibbon,
Poundon overbridge
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Crossing Name

Local Authority

Proposal

Twyford No.2

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Replace with new stepped
footbridge

Twyford No.3

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and divert via new stepped
footbridge at Twyford No.2

Middle Claydon FP Aylesbury Vale District
Council
No. 8

Replace with new stepped
footbridge

Middle Claydon FP Aylesbury Vale District
Council
Nos. 4 & 6

Replace with new stepped
footbridge

Verney Junction
Aylesbury Vale District
(Middle Claydon FP Council
No 2)

Close and divert via new overbridge
at Verney Junction

OXD 19 (Winslow
FP No. 5)

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and divert via existing OXD 2
(Cattle Arch)

Winslow FP No. 6

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Replacement footbridge

Winslow FP No. 17

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and divert via new Moco
Farm overbridge

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and replace with stepped new
footbridge

Swanbourne Old
Station

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and divert via Moco Farm
No.2 stepped footbridge

Swan's Way

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Replace with new step-free/level
footbridge

Pony

Milton Keynes Council

Level crossing to remain with
improved access ramps provided

Fisherman's Path

Milton Keynes Council

Close and divert via new overbridge
at Woodley’s Farm

School Crossing
Woburn Sands

Milton Keynes Council

Replace with new ramped
footbridge

Husbourne
Crawley FP 10

Central Bedfordshire
Council

Close and divert footpath

School Crossing
Lidlington

Central Bedfordshire
Council

Close and divert via Lidlington
highway crossing

Moco Farm No. 2
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Crossing Name

Local Authority

Proposal

Pilling Farm South Central Bedfordshire
Council
FP1

Close and divert via Lidlington
highway crossing

Millennium Park
FP13

Central Bedfordshire
Council

Close and divert via Millbrook
Station level crossing.

Stewartby
Brickworks

Bedford Borough Council Close level crossing

Woburn Road

Bedford Borough Council

Replace with new stepped
footbridge with cycle channels

North Bucks Way
No.1

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Replace with new stepped
footbridge

Griffen Lane foot
level crossing

Aylesbury Vale District
Council

Close and divert via existing MCJ2
165A

Public Rights of Way

2.4.36

As a result of the alterations to crossings as part of the Project, alterations to
certain Public Rights of Way (PRoWs) are also required. Crossing closures,
construction activities or proposed infrastructure will require a series of
PRoWs along the Project to be closed, diverted and/or consolidated with
nearby routes. Diversions or consolidation of routes will require the creation
of short stretches of PRoWs to connect existing routes.

2.4.37

The proposed changes to the PRoWs as a result of the Project are set out in
the Scheme Drawings submitted for consultation.

2.4.38

Detailed design and consultation with regards to PRoW changes are under
way. The outcome of these consultations may alter final proposals, but for the
purpose of this assessment, the following general assumptions have been
used:


On new routes:
o Way markers and sign posts will be installed;
o Where the route will cross a field boundary, 3m to 4m of hedgerow
will be removed and a gate installed;
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o Culverts will be installed where the route crosses a drainage ditch or
minor watercourse; and
o Footbridges will be installed where the route crosses a main river
watercourse.


Where routes are to be extinguished (for the purposes of a diversion or
consolidation of existing routes), existing way markers and signposts
will be removed and hedgerows or fencing reinstated; and



The majority of the routes provided will be unmade. However, where, in
specific locations, the ground is waterlogged, or in urban environments,
appropriate surfacing detail will be provided.

Bridge structures

2.4.39

There are a number of existing bridge structures along the length of the
Project. These include underbridges (where the railway crosses over the top)
and overbridges (where the railway crosses underneath), where the track
crosses features such as highways (public or otherwise), footways, or
watercourses.

2.4.40

Some of these structures require repairs, or adjustment to allow for the safe
and efficient operation of the Project. Works include, but are not limited to,
repairs, strengthening, installation of additional components, parapet
extensions, raising decks to provide clearance, reconstruction in the same
location or demolition and replacement in the same or different location.

2.4.41

The works required as part of the demolition of complete or part of structures
can be described as:


Retain bridge and carry out minor repairs typically comprises any of the
following:
o Repainting;
o Brickwork repairs; and/or
o Repointing.



Replacement of a flat bridge deck requires the removal of the existing
bridge deck and replacement with new. The supporting abutments will
be retained and repaired where required;



Arch bridge deck removal requires the removal of brickwork down to the
abutments and a new arch will be installed. The supporting abutments
will be retained and repaired where required;
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2.4.42



Retaining and lifting an existing bridge deck will require local jacking up
of the bridge itself and the installation of new supporting beams;



Parapet works and general repairs require existing brickwork parapets
to be raised in height and brickwork repairs;



A new box structure will require the demolition of the existing bridge and
the replacement with a new reinforced concrete box type structure; and



Strengthening of the bridge can be undertaken by digging around and
adding piles to the rear of the structure with general repairs required to
the masonry arch.

Table 2.8 lists the bridge structures subject to such works. The locations of
these can be found on the Scheme Drawings submitted for consultation.
Table 2.8 Bridge structures affected

Structure Name

Local
Authority

Crossed by

Proposal

Bicester Road,
Launton

Cherwell
District
Council

Bicester Road

Demolish and replace with
a new overbridge to the
east

OXD 35
(Castlemans)

Cherwell
District
Council

Private access
road

Retain and carry out minor
repairs

OXD 34 (Bicester
Road, Marsh
Gibbon)

Cherwell
District
Council

Bicester Road

Replace bridge deck

OXD 33 (Marsh
Gibbon
accommodation)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Accommodation
Bridge

Demolish and replace with
a new overbridge to the
west

OXD 32 (Station
Road, Marsh
Gibbon)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Station Road

Replace bridge deck

Aylesbury
OXD 31 (Marsh
Vale District
Gibbon, Poundon) Council

Accommodation
Bridge

Replacement of central
span with a con arch

OXD 30 (Green
Lane)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Accommodation
Bridge

Retain and lift existing
bridge deck

OXD 29 (Main
Street, Charndon)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Road

Replacement of central
span with a con arch
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Structure Name

Local
Authority

Crossed by

Proposal

OXD 26
(Occupation)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Former
Accommodation
Bridge – deck no
longer present

Remaining masonry piers
above ground to be
removed

OXD 25 (Sandhill
Road, Middle
Claydon)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Sandhill Road

Replacement of central
span with con arch

OXD 24
(Addington)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Claydon Brook
and Verney Road

Carry out general repairs
and parapet works

OXD 23 (Cattle
Arch)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Accommodation
Bridge

Carry out general repairs

OXD 22 (Verney
Road)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Verney Road

Carry out general repairs

OXD 21 (Cattle
Arch)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Accommodation
Bridge

Carry out general repairs
and parapet works

OXD 20 (Furze
Lane)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Furze Lane

Demolish and replace with
a new overbridge to the
west

OXD 19 (Winslow
No. 6 Footpath)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Footpath

Demolish and replace with
a new footbridge at the
same location

OXD 18
(Buckingham
Road)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Buckingham
Road/A413

Carry out parapet works
and general repairs

OXD 17 (Horwood
Brook)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Horwood Brook

Carry out general repairs

OXD 16 (Horwood
Road)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Horwood Road

Replace bridge deck and
carry out general repairs

OXD 15 (Horwood
Brook)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Horwood Brook

Carry out general repairs

OXD 14 (Moco
Farm)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Accommodation
bridge

Occupation overbridge may
be retained. There will be a
new bridge built to the west
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Structure Name

Local
Authority

Crossed by

Proposal

OXD 13 (Horwood
Road)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Station Road

Replacement of central
span with con arch

OXD 12 (Salden
Water Trough)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Watercourse

Demolish structure and
divert watercourse

Whaddon Road

Replacement of central
span with con arch

Aylesbury

OXD 11 (Whaddon Vale District
Road)
Council
OXD 10a
(Watercourse)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Watercourse

Retain and carry out
general repairs

OXD 10 (Salden)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Road

Demolish and replace with
a new bridge to the west

OXD 9 (Newton
Approach)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Road

Carry out parapet works
and general repairs

OXD 8 (Trenches)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Accommodation
bridge

Demolish and replace with
a new box structure

OXD 7 (Tomkins)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Accommodation
bridge

Carry out deck works and
general repairs

OXD 6 (Newton
Road)

Milton Keynes
Newton Road
Council

Carry out deck works and
general repairs

OXD 5 (Cattle
Arch)

Milton Keynes Accommodation
Council
bridge

Carry out general repairs

OXD 4 (Cattle
Arch, Selbourne
Avenue)

Milton Keynes
Selbourne Avenue Carry out general repairs
Council

Bletchley Flyover
(BFO)

West Coast Main
Milton Keynes Line
Strengthen and carry out
Council
general repairs
Queensway/B4034

BFO 155
(Intersection
Bridge)

Milton Keynes Intersection Bridge Carry out general repairs
Council

BBM 1a (Saxon
Street – Bletchley)

Milton Keynes
Saxon Way
Council

Carry out general repairs

BBM 1b (Saxon
Street)

Milton Keynes
Saxon Way
Council

Carry out general repairs

BBM 2 (Holdens)

Milton Keynes
Foot/cycle way
Council

Carry out general repairs
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Local
Authority

Structure Name

Crossed by

Proposal

BBM 3 (A5 Watling Milton Keynes A5 Watling Street
Council
Street)

Carry out general repairs

BBM 4 (Grand
Union Canal)

Milton Keynes Grand Union
Council
Canal

Carry out general repairs

BBM 5 (River
Ouzel)

Milton Keynes
River Ouse
Council

Carry out general repairs

BBM 5a (A5 Trunk
Road)

Milton Keynes
A5
Council

Carry out general repairs

BBM 6
(Accommodation)

Milton Keynes
Foot way
Council

Carry out general repairs

Aylesbury

MCJ2 184a (Station Vale District
Road, Quainton)
Council

Station Road

Carry out general repairs

MCJ2 179
(Waddesdon)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Blackgrove Road

Carry out general repairs
and parapet works

MCJ2 177 (Fleet
Marston)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Farm track

Replace bridge deck and
carry out general repairs

Akeman Street

Add new bridge deck to
existing abutments8

Aylesbury

MCJ2 175 (Akeman Vale District
Street, A41)
Council
MCJ2 174
(Accommodation)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Land

Carry out general repairs

MCJ2 173 (Terrys)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Farm track

Replace bridge deck

MCJ2 171
(Occupation)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Farm track

Carry out general repairs

MCJ2 170 (River
Thame)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

River Thame

Carry out general repairs

MCJ2 168
(Occupation)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Disused Foot way

Carry out general repairs

Rabans Lane

Carry out general repairs

Aylesbury

MCJ2 167 (Rabans Vale District
Lane)
Council

8

A structure built to support the lateral pressure of an arch or span
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2.4.43

Structure Name

Local
Authority

Crossed by

Proposal

MCJ2 164 (Rail
over stream)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Watercourse

Carry out general repairs

MCJ2 161
(California Brook)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

California Brook

Demolish and replace with
a new culvert at the same
location

MCJ2 160 (Oxford
Road, A418)

Aylesbury
Vale District
Council

Oxford Road

Carry out general repairs

New structures, such as minor retaining walls, are also proposed. These
features will occur in locations between embankments and cuttings, at
stations or areas of limited land take to third party property.
Plant

Overhead Line Electrification (OLE)
2.4.44

The Project will not provide any OLE infrastructure.
Distribution Network Operators (DNO) Cabinets

2.4.45

These cabinets will provide electricity supply to railway infrastructure, such
as

signalling

infrastructure,

point

machines9,

telecommunications

infrastructure, station services and lighting.
Signalling

2.4.46

The existing railway infrastructure includes signalling, controlled from six
signalling centres, comprising four different signalling technologies. As part
of the Project, one signal centre and one technology will be removed.

2.4.47

Works to provide new signalling infrastructure are required throughout much
of the Project Area. The new signalling system will enable the railway to
operate train services travelling at higher speeds. Signalling structures, or the
structures on which signals are mounted (ranging from posts to gantries), are
spaced according to the average interval between trains, the speed of trains

9

Devices for operating the points at switches and crossings
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and the presence of junctions or loops. Structures are up to 4m tall, offset
from the track by about 2m.
2.4.48

Inserts 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 show typical signalling infrastructure.

Insert 2.9 Gantry mounted signal
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Insert 2.10 Conventional signal

Insert 2.11 Lightweight signal
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2.4.49

Table 2.9 summarises the high level requirements for signalling:
Table 2.9 Signalling Proposals

2.4.50

Location

Signalling
Proposal

Between Bicester and Bletchley

Provision of new
signalling and safety
systems

Bletchley Flyover to the WCML

Provision of new
signalling and safety
systems

Bletchley to Bedford

Localised alterations
around platform
extensions or level
crossing closures

Claydon Junction to Aylesbury

Provision of new
signalling and safety
systems

In addition, power supply units will be required to run the signalling
infrastructure. The locations of these small units are still to be confirmed.
Telecommunications

2.4.51

To provide telecommunications links for the Project, Global System for Mobile
Communications–Railway (GSM-R) will be required. These are similar to
mobile phone masts – see insert 2.12 for a typical mast. The locations and
number of these masts are still to be confirmed.
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Insert 2.12 Typical Mast

Drainage

2.4.52

Drainage design will take place during detailed design of the Project. This
design will accord with a number of design principles that align with NR
design guidance on drainage. Development of the drainage concept has also
been undertaken in consultation with stakeholders such as the Environment
Agency (EA). Chapter 13 (Water Quality and Flood Risk) sets out the
consultation in more detail and discusses the environmental consents that
may be required for works relating to water and drainage.

2.4.53

The Project includes proposals to replace the existing drainage system and
retain the existing drainage outfalls, with no additional outfalls anticipated.
The proposed discharge rates at these outfalls will be determined in
consultation with the Lead Local Flood Authorities (LLFAs), the EA and
Internal Drainage Boards (IDB). Designs that change the existing drainage
system will take account of greenfield run-off rates and consider the
requirement for attenuation.

2.4.54

A 20% allowance in river flows in relation to climate change will be provided
in line with the DMRB guidance (Highways Agency (2008), Design Manual
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for Roads and Bridges) and a 40% (change in river flow) sensitivity check will
be carried out in accordance with the latest EA guidance10.
2.4.55

The drainage strategy for the Project proposes to use a single system: one
that accommodates the drainage requirements arising from railway
infrastructure (such as track, earthworks, structures, for example) . However,
within the single system approach, there is some specificity required in each
part of the system, as set out in the following sections.
Track Drainage

2.4.56

Precise details of track drainage will be determined by geology, ground
conditions, earthworks (both existing and required) and the system of
drainage already in place. Attenuation, the process of holding back or slowing
down water for the purpose of releasing it at a controlled rate, for track
drainage, over and above that provided by ballast, is not part of the existing
design. This will be reviewed in later stages of design.

2.4.57

In areas of particular geographic constraints, such as through urban areas,
where available space may be limited, bespoke drainage solutions will be
proposed during the detailed design stage of the Project.

2.4.58

In areas of particular geographic constraints, such as through urban areas,
where available space may be limited, bespoke drainage solutions will be
proposed during the detailed design stage of the Project.
Culverts

2.4.59

There are approximately 125 existing culverts currently identified along the
Project. Further work is being undertaken to clarify this. New highways
crossings may require new culverts to be constructed.

10

Flood risk assessments: climate change allowances. Environment Agency (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-riskassessments-climate-change-allowances). Accessed 06 March 2017.
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2.4.60

Works to existing structures such as minor repairs, extensions or
reconstructions, may also be necessary. No reductions are proposed to the
existing capacity of culverts.
Earthworks Drainage

2.4.61

The single drainage system will accommodate drainage for embankments
and cuttings. Typically, filter and carrier pipe drains would be used in cuttings,
and open ditches at the toe (bottom) of embankments. Existing overland
drainage networks will be retained (and in some cases, slightly realigned to
accommodate the provision of new track) and additional cut off ditches will
be provided to protect the railway from surface water run-off.

2.4.62

Where new infrastructure requires supporting earthworks in the location of
existing overland ditches, it is proposed to replace those with culverts or
pipes, though there may be a slight realignment in some locations to
accommodate the provision of modern railway infrastructure. The detailed
design on these drainage measures will be undertaken in consultation with
the EA and LLFAs.
Station Drainage

2.4.63

It is proposed to channel most station-related run-off into the single railway
drainage system.

2.4.64

Surface water drainage from the new station at Winslow, including the station
building and paved areas, will discharge to a soakaway, a type of attenuation
where water disperses into the surrounding soil. Foul drainage for the station
will be treated separately; modifications to other stations will not require foul
drainage connections and will only require management of surface water runoff, which can be accommodated within the single railway drainage system.

2.4.65

For platform extensions, such as those occurring at Princes Risborough,
Ridgmont and Woburn Sands stations, a surface water drainage system will
be designed, allowing for attenuation of greenfield runoff rates, which is likely
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to be minimal and therefore can be contained within the drainage network
without any increase in capacity.
Structures Drainage

2.4.66

At Bletchley Flyover, it is proposed that runoff from the new platform
structures will discharge into the existing track drainage at the existing lower
level Bletchley Station. This will not require a capacity increase of the
drainage network.

2.4.67

Drainage proposals for underbridges are to be proposed as part of the
detailed design phase following consent of the Project.
Highway Drainage

2.4.68

The design of the Project will allow for railway and highway drainage systems
to be kept separate, where practicable. However there may be some specific
locations where this cannot be achieved. Where new highway overbridges
are required, where practicable, their design will include drainage separate
from the single railway drainage system.

2.4.69

Highway drainage systems will be designed in accordance with the
requirements of Highways England’s Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
with particular reference to the following documents:

2.4.70



HA78/96

Design of Outfalls and Surface Water Channels;



HA106/04

Design Runoff from Natural Catchments;



HD33/16
and

Surface and Sub Surface Drainage Systems for Highways;



HA113/05
Drainage.

Combined Channel and Pipe Systems for Surface Water

A discharge limit of the existing or greenfield runoff rate or 5l/s/ha of the
contributing area will be applied and a form of attenuation will be designed to
manage this discharge rate.
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Footbridges

2.4.71

Where proposed footbridges are located in rural areas, no drainage is
proposed. Where footbridges are proposed in urban areas, drainage will be
provided into a surface water sewer, highway drain or watercourse.
OXD 12 Aqueduct

2.4.72

An aqueduct, OXD 12, also known as Salden Water Trough, carries a
watercourse over the railway 430m west of Swan’s Way running between
Mursley and Whaddon.

2.4.73

To allow the passage of trains, the aqueduct needs to be removed. This is to
avoid substantial track lowering and associated earthworks, land take and
drainage works. To accommodate the existing flow through the aqueduct a
minor watercourse is to be diverted via a nearby culvert.
Discrete drainage systems

2.4.74

Drainage for discrete areas such as construction, substation and
maintenance compounds will be designed on a case-by-case basis. Outfall
from these areas will either be to the single drainage system, a watercourse
or a combined sewer depending on location. Outfalls will be restricted to
greenfield run off rates; where this may require attenuation, design will take
place in consultation with the EA, LLFAs and IDBs.
Water Quality

2.4.75

The following general principles will be applied to the drainage design with
regards to water quality:


Where required, treatment of drainage discharge will be proposed. This
will take into account the objectives of the Water Framework Directive
(WFD) in consultation with the LLFAs and EA. Further information can
be found in Chapter 13 (Water Quality and Flood Risk);



Pollution control along the railway will not be required, due to the low
risk nature of activities taking place there; and
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Pollution control will be considered on new roads, bridges or
hardstanding on a case by case basis, subject to an assessment of
pollution risk.

Fencing

2.4.76

For safety and security reasons, fencing is proposed along the operational
boundary of the railway. Fencing will reduce the chance of unauthorised
access, vandalism or theft, as well as reducing instances of trespassing, by
animals or humans, and the safety risk this poses to both the trespasser and
rail users.

2.4.77

The Project will aim to retain existing fences where they are appropriate to
the level of risk presented by the operational railway and are in a suitable
state of repair. In locations where there is no existing fencing, or the existing
provision is damaged or inappropriate to manage the risk in that location, new
fencing is proposed.

2.4.78

Two types or ‘classes’ of fence are proposed, depending on the level of
security required:

2.4.79



Class I – higher security fence or wall, consisting of vertical bars and/or
mesh, or brick and mortar, typically specified where there is a known
pattern or risk of trespassing onto the railway, for example in urban
areas, or adjacent to parks and public amenities. Class I is also the most
durable and lower maintenance fencing type; and



Class III – lower security fence generally consisting of post and rail or
post and wire, depending to a certain extent on location and the type of
use of adjacent land e.g. livestock.

Table 2.10 sets out, in general terms, where each type of fence may be
required. The proposals are dependent on further site investigation, detailed
design and consultation and are therefore subject to change; however they
provide the basis for assessment in this Draft ES.
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Table 2.10 Fencing proposals

Fence Type Locations
Bicester Road, Launton
Station Road, Bicester
Utilities compound, off Bicester Road, Marsh Gibbon
Verney Road
Verney Junction
Winslow
Class I

Moco Farm to Station Road, Mursley
North side of railway, from edge of Milton Keynes conurbation to
Bletchley
From Bletchley to Denbigh Hall South Junction
Woburn Road footbridge
Station Road, Quainton to Waddesdon Manor overbridge
Akeman Street, Aylesbury to Aylesbury Station
Marsh Lane
Between Bicester and Claydon Junction (expect for discrete
locations of Class I, as described above)
Claydon Junction to Winslow (expect for discrete locations of
Class I, as described above)

Class III

Winslow to Moco Farm
Station Road, Mursley to edge of MK conurbation
South side of railway, from edge of MK conurbation to Bletchley
Bletchley to Bedford
Waddeson Manor overbridge to Akeman Street, Aylesbury

Quainton Road Station

2.4.80

Fencing along the boundary of the railway will be required in this location for
the safety and security of the railway, staff and visitors of the adjacent
Buckinghamshire Railway Centre. The fencing proposed will likely be
installed at the back of the existing platforms and be designed so as to reduce
impacts on aesthetics and the heritage setting of the listed structures.
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Ancillary Infrastructure

2.4.81

Table 2.11 sets out the additional items of work required to support the main
elements of the Project described above.
Table 2.11 Summary of Ancillary Development Works

Item

Description

Location
Lighting will be provided at:

Lighting

Utilities

Lighting will be provided for the
safety and security of station and
platform users.
Lighting, in the form of LED,
downward facing, directional
fittings, will be provided at complex
junctions



Winslow Station;



Aylesbury Vale Parkway
Station;



Bletchley High Level Platforms;



The three platform extension
locations at Princes
Risborough, Ridgmont and
Woburn Sands stations; and



Denbigh Hall South Junction,
Newton Longville Loops and
West of Bletchley Flyover.

Diversion of existing and provision
of new utilities connections to
Project wide
facilitate construction and operation
of the Project

Maintenance Infrastructure

2.4.82

Maintenance activities will be required during the operation of the Project to
ensure efficient, safe and secure operations. It is proposed to create specific
maintenance compounds and access points as part of the Project so that
these activities can be carried out efficiently and with reduced disturbance to
the surrounding environment. For example, parking within a compound area
and access points will allow maintenance staff to park off the public highway,
thereby reducing the likelihood of an impact on local traffic whilst also
enhancing safety.

2.4.83

Allowance is made within the Project Boundary to accommodate these
compounds and access requirements. The layout arrangements within these
compound and access areas will be determined during detailed design.
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Environmental Mitigation

2.4.84

As part of the EIA and the iterative design of the Project, it is identified that a
range of mitigation measures will be required, ranging from planting to the
provision of discrete pieces of infrastructure. Further detail on how the EIA
process has influenced the Project design is set out in Chapter 3
(Consideration of Alternatives and Design Evolution).

2.4.85

In some locations, physical infrastructure will be required to provide
environmental mitigation. Such infrastructure is considered to be part of the
Project design and subject to environmental assessment itself. These
aspects of the proposed mitigation are shown on the Scheme Drawings
submitted for consultation.
Mitigation Planting

2.4.86

A combined approach is taken to the development of mitigation proposals for
the Project. The mitigation requirements for planting arise from consideration
of effects on a number of different environmental topics. These proposals
align with mitigation requirements for ecology, landscape, water and heritage.

2.4.87

A high level plan of mitigation planting has been prepared, taking account of
the mitigation requirements in relation to provision of replacement or
improved ecological habitat, boundary treatments, visual screening and
amenity planting, as follows:


Hedgerow planting – in most places, as a boundary treatment or as
integration planting to blend the proposals into the existing landscape;



Hedgerow planting with trees – in most places, as a boundary treatment
or as integration planting to blend the proposals into the existing
landscape;



Woodland belt - landscape mitigation planting;



Species rich grassland habitat creation or improvement – ecological
mitigation;



Calcareous grassland habitat creation or improvement – ecological
mitigation;



Wet woodland habitat creation or improvement – ecological mitigation,
with some additional benefits in relation to flood risk;
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2.4.88



Mosaic habitat creation or improvement – mosaic of grassland, shrub
and/or woodland as ecological mitigation;



River/pond habitat creation – ecological and hydrological mitigation;



Flood plain compensation mitigation – for either fluvial or surface water
flood risk mitigation involving the lowering of areas of land; and



Vegetation protection and retention area – as landscape, ecological or
arboricultural mitigation.

There is also likely to be a requirement for habitat creation of badger setts,
bat roosts and possibly also otter holts.

2.4.89

The current proposals are shown in the Environmental Mitigation Figures in
Volume 4.
Biodiversity Net Positive Commitment

2.4.90

As part of its sustainability objectives, NR Infrastructure Projects (NR IP) has
committed to a target of achieving a measurable Net Positive contribution
towards biodiversity in the UK.

2.4.91

Net Positive is the end result of a process applied to infrastructure
development so that overall, there is a Net Positive outcome for biodiversity.
The process itself follows the mitigation hierarchy, which determines that
emphasis should be placed on measures to first avoid and then minimise and
restore/rehabilitate losses of biodiversity on site. Only as a last resort is loss
that cannot be avoided instead compensated for using biodiversity offsets.
These offsets are distinguishable from other forms of mitigation in that they
are off site and require measurable conservation outcomes.

2.4.92

As described in the previous section, environmental mitigation is proposed
as part of the design, via the EIA process. This environmental mitigation is to
ensure that the environmental impact from the Project is avoided or reduced
as much as possible. These measures will contribute towards achieving a
position of no net loss of biodiversity as part of the TWAO Scheme. If
necessary NR will then seek additional enhancements – beyond the scope of
the TWAO Scheme – to ensure the Project achieves an overall Net Positive
position in relation to biodiversity.
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2.4.93

Further information about the Net Positive process for the Project can be
found in Chapter 9 (Ecology) and Appendix 9.19 (Volume 3) Biodiversity Net
Positive Technical Report.
Bat structure

2.4.94

Approximately 15km north-west of Aylesbury Station, the railway passes
directly adjacent to the western boundary of Sheephouse Wood, a SSSI and
Ancient Woodland. Sheephouse Wood is known to support a range of bat
species, including the northern most European population of the rare
Bechstein’s Bat. The habitat used by Bechstein’s Bats is limited to areas of
woodland, specifically ‘old growing’ or ancient broadleaved woodlands.
Sheephouse Wood is therefore a key habitat for this bat population.

2.4.95

There is a risk that the passage of trains during the operation of the Project
could pose a hazard to individual Bechstein’s Bats, specifically in relation to
collision and turbulence, which can cause fatal injuries. Further assessment
will be undertaken to determine the collison risk. If it is determined that
Bechstein’s bats are at significant risk of collision in the absence of mitigation,
appropriate mitigation measures will be provided to address the risk. These
mitigation measures may include an extension of the eastern edge of the HS2
Sheephouse Wood bat mitigation structure. The structure would provide a
barrier protecting individual bats from the passage of trains and would also
encourage bats to fly up and over this part of the railway as they forage,
travelling to and from Sheephouse Wood.

2.4.96

The structure would be approximately 855m long and would be tunnel-like in
nature, cantilevered from the HS2 bat structure11 which would sit directly
adjacent to the west. The detailed design of the structure, if required, would
take place in later design phases. For the purpose of this assessment, it is
assumed that the structure would comprise concrete column side walls, either
pre cast or cast in situ, supported on a reinforced concrete base, with a steel
composite roof.

11

HS2 have proposed a structure over the HS2 railway infrastructure close to Sheephouse Wood to mitigate for potential
impacts on bats.
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Noise mitigation

2.4.97

Preliminary noise modelling undertaken as part of earlier design phases of
the Project indicated that in certain, discrete locations, noise levels will
change from those which currently exist, as a result of the operation of the
Project. At some of these locations, it is proposed to provide noise barriers,
or other mitigation features alongside the track infrastructure to reduce the
impact of noise changes at these receptors. The provisional location for noise
mitigation measures are shown on the Scheme Drawings submitted for
consultation. Further details about the likely significant effects arising in
relation to noise and the mitigation measures proposed can be found in
Chapter 10 (Noise and Vibration).

2.5
2.5.1

Land Use Requirements
The area, in hectares, of land required under the Project is shown in Table
2.12. The final ES will present the area, in hectares, of land required for both
the Project and the TWAO Scheme.
Table 2.12 Area of land required

Sub-section

Land take (Ha)

Cherwell District Council

98.28

Aylesbury Vale: Claydon/Quainton

188.62

Aylesbury Vale: Winslow/Swanbourne

141.47

Aylesbury Vale: Aylesbury

74.16

Milton Keynes Council

76.27

Central Bedfordshire Council

79.37

Bedford Borough Council

49.34

Wycombe District Council

32.55

Total

740.06
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2.6
2.6.1

Removal/Demolition of Structures
The Project requires demolition of a number of existing structures, followed
by the removal of demolished material for recycling and/or disposal. Though
the majority of demolitions are to result in replacement, new structures will
not always be located in the same position as existing structures. Structures
to be demolished are:

2.6.2



The highway overbridge, known as OXD 36, carrying Bicester Road
over the railway at Launton (to be replaced by a new overbridge to the
east);



A private overbridge, known as OXD 33, at Marsh Gibbon (to be
replaced by a new overbridge to the west);



The highway overbridge, known as OXD 20, carrying Furze Lane over
the railway at Winslow (to be replaced by a new overbridge to the west);



A footbridge, known as OXD 19, carrying Winslow No. 6 footpath over
the railway at Winslow (to be replaced by a new footbridge in the same
location);



A private overbridge, known as OXD 14 Moco Farm (to be replaced by
a new overbridge to the west;



An aqueduct (or water trough overbridge), known as OXD 12 (Salden
Water Trough) 430m west of Swan’s Way;



A public overbridge, known as OXD 10 (Salden) near Newton Longville
(to be replaced by a new overbridge to the west);



A private underbridge, known as OXD 08 is being demolished and
replaced with a box culvert; and



A watercourse underbridge known as MCJ2 161 (California Brook) in
Aylesbury.

There are a number of additional structures which require some demolition
works across the Project, including a number of station platforms, OXD 26
Piers and some retaining walls.

2.6.3

Three residential properties will also require demolition to enable the Project
to be constructed. These properties and reasons are given below:


Station House, Swanbourne, due to its proximity to the proposed
running lines;



Southview, Kempston Hardwick, due to it coinciding with the approach
embankment for the proposed Manor Road overbridge (level crossing
replacement); and
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2.7
2.7.1

Chuffer Cottage, Marston Road, Lidlington, due to it coinciding with the
approach embankment for the proposed Marston Road overbridge
(level crossing replacement).

Construction
This section summarises the proposed strategy to construct the Project. It
provides a description of key features of the construction activities, including
construction compounds, traffic routes, and construction traffic numbers that
will be required during the construction phase of the Project. It also sets out
a sequence for the construction of the Project.

2.7.2

The long, linear nature of the Project affects the methods that can be
employed in its construction. The Project passes through predominantly rural
areas interspersed with urban towns and associated variations in land use.
The existing railway infrastructure also differs in operational status and
condition along its length. Different approaches to the construction of the
Project will therefore apply along different sections of the railway depending
on the interactions of these factors. The outline strategy set out below takes
account of the existing environment, operational status and condition of each
section of the railway.

2.7.3

The construction methodology developed at this stage is provisional.
However, the approach to construction set out below draws upon the EWR
Alliance’s construction expertise and experience of constructing similar major
railway projects and provides a robust basis for the assessment of
construction effects.
Phasing of Construction Works

2.7.4

A high-level phasing plan to construct the Project has been prepared. This
takes account of the extent of works needed, the operational requirements of
the existing railway and the limitations these two elements impose along each
section of the railway. It also takes account of and balances the resource
requirement across the length of the Project.

2.7.5

The Project is split into six geographic sections to aid delivery of the new
railway infrastructure. Each of these sections is divided into further
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construction sub-sections. These construction sub-sections are up to 5km in
length and are arranged to enable effective management of the construction
activities. In general, each construction sub-section has a compound at the
mid-point to service the works taking place within that sub-section.
Compounds will be connected by temporary haul roads, which will generally
run along both sides of the Project Area. Table 2.13 sets out these sections
and construction sub-sections.
Table 2.13 Summary of Construction Phasing by Location

Section

Location

Construction Sub-sections
A1

2A

Between Bicester and Claydon
Junction

A2
A3
A4
B1
B2

2B

Between Claydon Junction and
Bletchley

B3
B4
B5
B6

2C

Between Bletchley and Milton
Keynes Central

2D

Between Bletchley and Bedford

C
D1
D2
E4

2E

Between Claydon Junction and
Aylesbury

E5
E6
E7

2F

Marsh Lane

F1

Construction Programme

2.7.6

The construction programme for the Project will develop as the Project
progresses. It will likely be subject to a number of constraints, among them
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the availability of resource, timing of railway blockades and possessions and
the programme to build HS2. For the purpose of undertaking the EIA, the
following programme for construction is assumed.
2.7.7

The Construction Phase will begin in the second quarter of 2019 and will end
in the first or second quarter of 2024, lasting approximately five years. Work
will take place on different sections of the Project at different times as set out
in Table 2.14.
Table 2.14 Construction Programme

2.7.8

Installation of
Compounds
Section
and Utilities
Protection

Construction
Start

Construction
End

Construction
Duration

2A

Q2 2019

Q2 2019

Q2 2021

Approx. two years

2B

Q3 2019

Q3 2019

Q3 2022

Approx. three
years

2C

Q2 2019

Q2 2019

Q3 2021

Approx. two years

2D

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q3 2021

Approx. two years

2E

Q4 2021 and Q1
2022

Q2 2022

Q1 2024

Approx. two years

2F

Q4 2020 and Q1
2021

Q1 2021

Q2 2022

Approx. one and
a half years

As shown in Table 2.14, construction will take place simultaneously across
five of the six sections of the Project during part of 2021. Works to construct
HS2 will also be taking place at the same time. The two projects will be
coordinated to allow use of the same possession and blockade of the OXD
and MCJ lines.
Advanced Environmental Mitigation

2.7.9

Prior to the commencement of the construction phase, the Project proposes
to undertake a sequence of advanced environmental mitigation to ensure that
appropriate measures are in place to mitigation effects on European
Protected Species.

2.7.10

This principle of putting in place advanced environmental mitigation is an
approach that the EWR Alliance will seek to apply more widely, where it does
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not interfere with construction activities. This will allow mitigation to become
established as early as possible, thereby reducing the time period over which
effects are experienced.
2.7.11

All environmental mitigation, site preparation and construction activities will
be undertaken with due regard to environmental and protected species
legislation. The appropriate protected species licenses will be secured in
advance wherever necessary.
Draft Construction Sequencing

2.7.12

A precise programme setting out start and finish dates for construction will be
prepared at detailed design. However, indicative information on the type of
construction activities required, their likely duration together with the
sequence in which they could take place is summarised in

Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
Provision of access via an existing suitable accesses, or
newly constructed accesses, including:


De-vegetation of highway and field boundaries;



Highway junction works; and

 Traffic control where required (compound specific).
Installation of small, self-contained welfare unit to facilitate
compound set up.
Preparation of compound area, including:

Construction
compound set
up

Project wide



De-vegetation and clearance;



Top soil stripping, down to 300mm;



Create top soil bunds around compound perimeter;



Install drainage ditches and silt mitigation, where
required (compound specific);



Install compound surface (granular material laid on
geotextile;



Erect compound welfare buildings on concrete strip
foundations;



Establish footpaths, car parking and roads; and



Establish plant and materials storage and processing
areas.
For further information refer to the section titled
Construction Compounds.

Haul roads

Project wide

Haul roads will be installed progressively along the
construction area, working from the compounds outwards
in both directions:


Mark out of land take and installation of temporary site
fence (standard post and wire fencing in most rural
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Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
areas, except where livestock is present, where a
stock fence will be used; urban or higher security
areas may require paladin fencing);
Install protection for utility services;



Topsoil stripping, nominally down to 300mm;



Create of 2m-high top soil bunds at side of haul roads;



Install drainage ditch along edge of haul roads linking
to attenuation ponds;



Stabilising of formation to create foundation layer;



Installation of road surface specific to haul road use,
either stone or tarmac;



Installation of crossings with public highway, including
vegetation clearance or hedgerow; removal, verge
works or installation of signage as required (site by
site); and



Installation of provisions such as signal control,
stop/go boards, security gates, wheel washer or road
sweep, welfare unit.

Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley
Flyover;

De-vegetation and clearance will be undertaken
progressively along the construction area, working from
the compounds outwards, along the haul roads:


Denbigh
Hall South
Junction;

Initial felling of trees and brash from ground level
using hand held chainsaws;



In some cases, sectional felling of hazardous trees
will be required, using a climbing team to de-limb the
trees from the top down. Otherwise, trees will be delimbed once on the ground and relocated into
stockpiles;



Chipping of stockpiled trees into wood chip for
removal as biomass, or mulch for planting;



Removal of stumps from site for mulching and re-use;
and



Chipping of remaining brash for removal or re-use as
mulch.





Removal of
existing
infrastructure

De-vegetation and clearance;







De-vegetation
and clearance



Individual
sites only
between
Bletchley
and Bedford
Quainton
Road to
Aylesbury
Vale
Parkway;
and



Marsh
Lane.



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;

Removal of rail, sleepers, troughing and abandoned
equipment including:


Sectioning of track (rail and sleepers connected
together) into 40 ft lengths;



Relocation and stockpile of these lengths;



Loading of lengths onto articulated lorries for removal
to the nearest compound; and
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Construction
Activity

Earthworks

Location

Description of works required



Bletchley
Flyover;
and





Quainton to
Aylesbury
Vale
Parkway.



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;

Embankments
In general, work to existing embankments will widen the
embankment on one side, widen the embankment on both
sides, or maintain the current width but reduce the height.


Top soil will be stripped from the embankment slope
and stored temporarily in the local area of site;



Benching of the embankment slope, which involves
creating ‘steps’ in the slope to provide soil stability
whilst work is taking place;



Bletchley
Flyover;





Bletchley to
Denbigh
Hall South;
and

Excavated material will be reused as fill elsewhere on
the Project, used for landscaping, or removed where
not suitable for re-use;



Fill material (either from other parts of the Project or
imported from other sources) will be used to widen the
embankment;



Where widening cannot take place (e.g. due to land
constraints) a low retaining wall will be installed;



Top soil will be reinstated over the embankment and
seeded to prevent soil washing out.



Earthworks

Strip down and processing of removed infrastructure
for disposal or recycling.

Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;



Bletchley
Flyover;
and



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;
and



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.

Formation
renewal

Cuttings
In general, cutting slopes will be slackened.
Cutting earthworks will be carried out from the bottom or
top of the cutting.
Top soil will be stripped and stored temporarily in the local
vicinity
The cutting will be re-cut to the required new profile.
Excavated materials will be used as fill elsewhere on the
Project, used for landscaping, or removed where not
suitable for re-use.
Where widening cannot take place (e.g. due to land
constraints) a low retaining wall will be installed
Topsoil will be reinstated over the cutting and seeded to
prevent soil washing out.
Excavation of existing ballast and sand layers
Excavated material will be transported to a Strategic or
Satellite Compound for reprocessing (crushing and
screening for suitability as granular fill)
Suitable material will be returned as fill or capping
material, compacted on top of geotextile.
In areas where the existing formation is not able to
support the loads required for the Project, material will be
excavated and replaced with imported material or
modified with lime or cement. Where deep seated
instabilities occur, generally only between Queen
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Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
Catherine Road and Bletchley, jet grouting maybe used to
improve stability without the need to remove material.

Cutting
drainage



All areas of
cutting:



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;
and



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.

Installation of piped drainage system at bottom of cutting
slope:


Trench excavation, using ground support system to
protect workers;



Laying of stone pipe bed, drainage pipework and
surround;



Back fill of trench with excavation material;



Trench compacted and topped with a filter drain and
pipe bedding filter stone; and



Drainage catchpits and manholes installed at 60m
intervals.

Replacement
Provision of circular concrete piped culvert up to 1800mm
in diameter or a rectangular precast concrete box culvert:



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;
and



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.

Culverts



Live watercourses will be dammed and over-pumped
or diverted around the location during construction of
the new culvert;



Excavated material will be stockpiled adjacent to the
works;



Following excavation, the pipes/culvert units will be
lifted into place;



Backfilling will take place using the stockpiled
excavated material;



Once fill is complete, over-pumping will be removed
and watercourse allowed to flow through new culvert.
Culvert Extensions
Extensions to existing culverts where embankments are
widened:


Over-pumping, as set out under ‘Replacement’, will
take place



End of culvert will be exposed by machine, with the
underside being exposed by hand;



New culvert section introduced and a concrete collar
cast placed around the joint to secure and ensure
water tightness; and



Where culvert length can already accommodate
widened embankment, small retaining walls will be
used to increase retention.

 Culvert Repairs
Where existing culvert is adequate, only repair works are
proposed. Works include lining of the culvert, brick repairs
or other non-invasive improvement techniques.
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Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
Generally, structure works for the Project relate to
provision of overbridges for highway (public or private)
and foot crossings.
Full reconstruction or new structure:


Structure specific construction compound set up;



Temporary highway diversion or closure;



Utility diversions;



Demolition of existing structure and excavation of
existing foundations;



Installation of piled foundations;



Installation of substructure;



Installation of superstructure;



Installation of pre-stressed concrete beams; and



Structures

Project wide

Installation of structural fill and embankments,
including reinforced earth.
Deck Reconstruction
Where there is sufficient clearance and existing
substructure is in suitable condition, deck only
reconstruction is appropriate. Two deck solutions will be
used on a structure by structure basis; concrete arch
where additional vertical clearance is required or flat deck
where additional clearance isn’t required.
Footbridges
Installation of either a Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP) or
traditional material footbridge, comprising:


Provision of reinforced concrete base with anchor
bolts to receive column supports;



Delivery of modular footbridge components including
columns, stair units with landings, ramps, and bridge
deck components;



Lifting and installing of modular components to
complete bridge.
Retaining Walls
Consisting of either precast or modular units:


Local excavation to facilitate formation preparation
and testing;



Capping of formation;



Installation of reinforced concrete base slab;



Delivery and installation of modular units;



Connection of units to base slab;



Backfilling.
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Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
Attenuation will be provided for highway embankments
and hardstanding in the form of attenuation ponds:

Attenuation

At all new
highway
overbridges
project wide



A pond will be excavated at the toe of the highway
embankment; and



Excavated material will be re-used as fill on the
adjacent highway embankment.
In the event that a requirement for track drainage
attenuation is identified, a similar approach will be
adopted.
Will comprise construction works both on and off the line
of existing highway crossings (location dependent)

Highway works

At highway
locations project
wide



Topsoil will be stripped and stored locally (offline
works only)



Fill will be used to create the highway formation which
will be capped and then covered with the sub base
layer



Installation of road drainage



Preparation of tie in areas on existing highway



Laying of road surfaces



Installation of ancillary highway infrastructure, such as
barriers and lighting



Preparation of verges, including relaying of top soil
and seeding

 Application of road markings
All highway works will be undertaken under traffic
management plans and procedures agreed through
consultation with the Local Highway Authorities (LHA).

Track

Removal of redundant track



Removal of existing ballast and formation



Installation of new formation capping and bottom
ballast, via compounds and haul roads, tying in with
drainage infrastructure



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;



Rail and sleeper delivery



Installation of sleepers onto bottom ballast and rails
on top of sleepers

Bletchley
Flyover;
and



Installation of S&C units



Installation of top ballast

Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.



Welding of rail joints and stressing



Adjustment and stabilisation of track and ballast
profiling



Installation of cabling and rail lubricators on tight
curves





Ancillary civil
engineering
works



Project wide

Demolition and removal of existing ancillary structures
such as support structures and bases, obsolete troughing
routes and walkways.
Signal structures – foundations and bases


Installation of piled foundations – in the form of a steel
tubular foundation
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Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required


Local mixing of concrete



Troughing



Excavation



Installation

 Capping
Access stairs


Supplied as modular units



Adjustment of earthwork slope to suit stairs/landings



Capping or concrete to bed the stairs



Installation of edging and hand rails



Infill around walkways with granular material topped
with concrete



Landscaping and planting around walkway as
required
Fencing and environmental barriers

Removal of
haul roads and
compounds

Embankment
drainage

Project wide



Bicester to
Grebe
Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;
and



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.

Implementation
of remaining
environmental
mitigation
Project wide



Excavation of post holes/piling of fence posts



Erecting of posts, using ready mix concrete



Installation of (fence/barrier) rails, panels or barriers



Excavation of tarmac surface and granular material,
removal to compound for processing and recycling



Reversal of subsoil stabilisation



Reinstatement of topsoil from adjacent storage bunds



Seeding (where required)



Reinstatement of field boundaries and hedges

Ditches will be excavated immediately behind the haul
road removal activities. Excavated material from the
ditches will be used to infill haul road removal and will not
be removed from site
Top soil will be reinstated as part of haul road removal
and reinstatement

The Project will seek opportunities for early mitigation;
however at end of construction, haul roads and
compounds will be removed and all working areas will be
restored to existing conditions. Soils beneath the
construction footprint will be reinstated where appropriate
and planted and seeded in line with Combined Mitigation
proposals. Monitoring and maintenance of these
mitigation areas will ensure that planting has established
and there is successful habitat creation.
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2.7.13

This is based on a draft construction strategy, which will develop as the
Project progresses. For the purposes of the EIA, however, this information
provides a robust basis for the assessment of likely significant effects of
construction.
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Table 2.15 Indicative Construction Sequence

Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
Provision of access via an existing suitable accesses, or newly constructed accesses, including:


De-vegetation of highway and field boundaries;



Highway junction works; and

 Traffic control where required (compound specific).
Installation of small, self-contained welfare unit to facilitate compound set up.
Preparation of compound area, including:

Construction
compound set
up

Project wide



De-vegetation and clearance;



Top soil stripping, down to 300mm;



Create top soil bunds around compound perimeter;



Install drainage ditches and silt mitigation, where required (compound specific);



Install compound surface (granular material laid on geotextile;



Erect compound welfare buildings on concrete strip foundations;



Establish footpaths, car parking and roads; and



Establish plant and materials storage and processing areas.

For further information refer to the section titled Construction Compounds .
Haul roads will be installed progressively along the construction area, working from the compounds outwards
in both directions:

Haul roads

Project wide



Mark out of land take and installation of temporary site fence (standard post and wire fencing in most rural
areas, except where livestock is present, where a stock fence will be used; urban or higher security areas
may require paladin fencing);



De-vegetation and clearance;



Install protection for utility services;



Topsoil stripping, nominally down to 300mm;



Create of 2m-high top soil bunds at side of haul roads;



Install drainage ditch along edge of haul roads linking to attenuation ponds;



Stabilising of formation to create foundation layer;
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Construction
Activity

Location



Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley
Flyover;



De-vegetation
and clearance

Removal of
existing
infrastructure



Denbigh Hall
South
Junction;
Individual sites
only between
Bletchley and
Bedford



Quainton Road
to Aylesbury
Vale Parkway;
and



Marsh Lane.



Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;



Bletchley
Flyover; and

Description of works required


Installation of road surface specific to haul road use, either stone or tarmac;



Installation of crossings with public highway, including vegetation clearance or hedgerow; removal, verge
works or installation of signage as required (site by site); and



Installation of provisions such as signal control, stop/go boards, security gates, wheel washer or road
sweep, welfare unit.

De-vegetation and clearance will be undertaken progressively along the construction area, working from the
compounds outwards, along the haul roads:


Initial felling of trees and brash from ground level using hand held chainsaws;



In some cases, sectional felling of hazardous trees will be required, using a climbing team to de-limb the
trees from the top down. Otherwise, trees will be de-limbed once on the ground and relocated into
stockpiles;



Chipping of stockpiled trees into wood chip for removal as biomass, or mulch for planting;



Removal of stumps from site for mulching and re-use; and



Chipping of remaining brash for removal or re-use as mulch.

Removal of rail, sleepers, troughing and abandoned equipment including:


Sectioning of track (rail and sleepers connected together) into 40 ft lengths;



Relocation and stockpile of these lengths;



Loading of lengths onto articulated lorries for removal to the nearest compound; and



Strip down and processing of removed infrastructure for disposal or recycling.
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Construction
Activity

Earthworks

Location


Quainton to
Aylesbury Vale
Parkway.



Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;








Earthworks

Formation
renewal

Bletchley
Flyover;
Bletchley to
Denbigh Hall
South; and
Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.
Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;



Bletchley
Flyover; and



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.



Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Queen
Catherine

Description of works required

Embankments
In general, work to existing embankments will widen the embankment on one side, widen the embankment on
both sides, or maintain the current width but reduce the height.


Top soil will be stripped from the embankment slope and stored temporarily in the local area of site;



Benching of the embankment slope, which involves creating ‘steps’ in the slope to provide soil stability
whilst work is taking place;



Excavated material will be reused as fill elsewhere on the Project, used for landscaping, or removed where
not suitable for re-use;



Fill material (either from other parts of the Project or imported from other sources) will be used to widen the
embankment;



Where widening cannot take place (e.g. due to land constraints) a low retaining wall will be installed;



Top soil will be reinstated over the embankment and seeded to prevent soil washing out.

Cuttings
In general, cutting slopes will be slackened.
Cutting earthworks will be carried out from the bottom or top of the cutting.
Top soil will be stripped and stored temporarily in the local vicinity
The cutting will be re-cut to the required new profile. Excavated materials will be used as fill elsewhere on the
Project, used for landscaping, or removed where not suitable for re-use.
Where widening cannot take place (e.g. due to land constraints) a low retaining wall will be installed
Topsoil will be reinstated over the cutting and seeded to prevent soil washing out.
Excavation of existing ballast and sand layers
Excavated material will be transported to a Strategic or Satellite Compound for reprocessing (crushing and
screening for suitability as granular fill)
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Construction
Activity

Location
Road to
Bletchley; and

Cutting
drainage

Description of works required
Suitable material will be returned as fill or capping material, compacted on top of geotextile.
In areas where the existing formation is not able to support the loads required for the Project, material will be
excavated and replaced with imported material or modified with lime or cement. Where deep seated
instabilities occur, generally only between Queen Catherine Road and Bletchley, jet grouting maybe used to
improve stability without the need to remove material.



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.



All areas of
cutting:



Bicester to
Grebe Lake;

Installation of piped drainage system at bottom of cutting slope:


Trench excavation, using ground support system to protect workers;

Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley; and



Laying of stone pipe bed, drainage pipework and surround;



Back fill of trench with excavation material;



Trench compacted and topped with a filter drain and pipe bedding filter stone; and



Drainage catchpits and manholes installed at 60m intervals.





Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.
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Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
Replacement
Provision of circular concrete piped culvert up to 1800mm in diameter or a rectangular precast concrete box
culvert:


Live watercourses will be dammed and over-pumped or diverted around the location during construction of
the new culvert;



Excavated material will be stockpiled adjacent to the works;



Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Following excavation, the pipes/culvert units will be lifted into place;



Backfilling will take place using the stockpiled excavated material;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley; and

 Once fill is complete, over-pumping will be removed and watercourse allowed to flow through new culvert.
Culvert Extensions
Extensions to existing culverts where embankments are widened:



Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.

Culverts



Over-pumping, as set out under ‘Replacement’, will take place



End of culvert will be exposed by machine, with the underside being exposed by hand;



New culvert section introduced and a concrete collar cast placed around the joint to secure and ensure
water tightness; and



Where culvert length can already accommodate widened embankment, small retaining walls will be used
to increase retention.

 Culvert Repairs
Where existing culvert is adequate, only repair works are proposed. Works include lining of the culvert, brick
repairs or other non-invasive improvement techniques.
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Generally, structure works for the Project relate to provision of overbridges for highway (public or private) and
foot crossings.
Full reconstruction or new structure:

Structures

Project wide



Structure specific construction compound set up;



Temporary highway diversion or closure;



Utility diversions;



Demolition of existing structure and excavation of existing foundations;



Installation of piled foundations;



Installation of substructure;



Installation of superstructure;



Installation of pre-stressed concrete beams; and

 Installation of structural fill and embankments, including reinforced earth.
Deck Reconstruction
Where there is sufficient clearance and existing substructure is in suitable condition, deck only reconstruction
is appropriate. Two deck solutions will be used on a structure by structure basis; concrete arch where
additional vertical clearance is required or flat deck where additional clearance isn’t required.
Footbridges
Installation of either a Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP) or traditional material footbridge, comprising:


Provision of reinforced concrete base with anchor bolts to receive column supports;



Delivery of modular footbridge components including columns, stair units with landings, ramps, and bridge
deck components;

 Lifting and installing of modular components to complete bridge.
Retaining Walls
Consisting of either precast or modular units:


Local excavation to facilitate formation preparation and testing;



Capping of formation;



Installation of reinforced concrete base slab;



Delivery and installation of modular units;



Connection of units to base slab;



Backfilling.
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Construction
Activity

Location

Attenuation

At all new highway
overbridges project
wide

Description of works required
Attenuation will be provided for highway embankments and hardstanding in the form of attenuation ponds:


A pond will be excavated at the toe of the highway embankment; and

 Excavated material will be re-used as fill on the adjacent highway embankment.
In the event that a requirement for track drainage attenuation is identified, a similar approach will be adopted.
Will comprise construction works both on and off the line of existing highway crossings (location dependent)

Highway works

At highway
locations project
wide



Topsoil will be stripped and stored locally (offline works only)



Fill will be used to create the highway formation which will be capped and then covered with the sub base
layer



Installation of road drainage



Preparation of tie in areas on existing highway



Laying of road surfaces



Installation of ancillary highway infrastructure, such as barriers and lighting



Preparation of verges, including relaying of top soil and seeding

 Application of road markings
All highway works will be undertaken under traffic management plans and procedures agreed through
consultation with the Local Highway Authorities (LHA).

Track





Removal of redundant track

Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Removal of existing ballast and formation



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley;



Installation of new formation capping and bottom ballast, via compounds and haul roads, tying in with
drainage infrastructure



Rail and sleeper delivery



Installation of sleepers onto bottom ballast and rails on top of sleepers

Bletchley
Flyover; and



Installation of S&C units



Installation of top ballast

Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.



Welding of rail joints and stressing



Adjustment and stabilisation of track and ballast profiling



Installation of cabling and rail lubricators on tight curves
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Construction
Activity

Location

Description of works required
Demolition and removal of existing ancillary structures such as support structures and bases, obsolete
troughing routes and walkways.
Signal structures – foundations and bases

Ancillary civil
engineering
works



Installation of piled foundations – in the form of a steel tubular foundation



Local mixing of concrete



Troughing



Excavation



Installation

 Capping
Access stairs
Project wide



Supplied as modular units



Adjustment of earthwork slope to suit stairs/landings



Capping or concrete to bed the stairs



Installation of edging and hand rails



Infill around walkways with granular material topped with concrete

 Landscaping and planting around walkway as required
Fencing and environmental barriers

Removal of
haul roads and
compounds

Project wide



Excavation of post holes/piling of fence posts



Erecting of posts, using ready mix concrete



Installation of (fence/barrier) rails, panels or barriers



Excavation of tarmac surface and granular material, removal to compound for processing and recycling



Reversal of subsoil stabilisation



Reinstatement of topsoil from adjacent storage bunds



Seeding (where required)



Reinstatement of field boundaries and hedges
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Activity
Embankment
drainage

Location


Bicester to
Grebe Lake;



Queen
Catherine
Road to
Bletchley; and



Description of works required

Ditches will be excavated immediately behind the haul road removal activities. Excavated material from the
ditches will be used to infill haul road removal and will not be removed from site
Top soil will be reinstated as part of haul road removal and reinstatement

Quainton to
Aylesbury
Station.

Implementation
of remaining
Project wide
environmental
mitigation

The Project will seek opportunities for early mitigation; however at end of construction, haul roads and
compounds will be removed and all working areas will be restored to existing conditions. Soils beneath the
construction footprint will be reinstated where appropriate and planted and seeded in line with Combined
Mitigation proposals. Monitoring and maintenance of these mitigation areas will ensure that planting has
established and there is successful habitat creation.
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Working Hours

2.7.14

Working hours will differ depending upon the nature of the activity, the
location and constraints imposed by existing railway operations:


Where work takes place under ‘greenfield’ conditions (i.e. there are no
restrictions in place in connection with the operational railway), working
hours will be 07.00 to 18.00 weekdays and 08.00 to 16.00 on Saturdays;



Where work takes place under a long-term blockade, hours are as for
greenfield conditions, subject to work scope and programme; and



Where work takes place under possessions of the track, there are three
further arrangements into which working hours can be divided:
o Typical weekend possessions from 22.00 on Saturdays to 08.00 on
Sundays;
o Typical mid-week night possessions from 22.00 to 06.00; and
o Disruptive possessions taking place over a full weekend duration,
which can include Bank Holidays (Saturday, Sunday and Monday).
Typically these would be 24 hours for the duration of the possession.

General Working Arrangements

2.7.15

Much of the Project Area is operational railway, so temporary restrictions or
closures to rail traffic will be required during construction. The strategy to gain
access to the railway and to implement construction will be sectiondependent, taking account of the operational status and condition of each
section.

2.7.16

Table 2.16 summarises the strategy that is proposed taking into account the
conditions along different sections of the route.
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Table 2.16 Summary of Construction Strategies by Section

Name of
route
section

Location

Strategy

2A

Between Bicester and Claydon
Junction

Long term blockade12.

2B

Between Claydon Junction and
Bletchley

Not currently open to operational
traffic, so no possessions or
blockades required, though 24
hour working may be required at
times.

2C

Between Bletchley and Milton
Keynes Central

Blockade of Bletchley Flyover and
possession during interface of
works with West Coast Main Line.

Between Bletchley and Bedford

Adjacent Line Open13 (ALO)
working with weeknight and
weekend possessions, with some
more disruptive possessions as
required.

2D

One of two potential strategies:

2E

2F



If the long term blockade
between Bicester and Claydon
Junction is in place, then ALO
working with weeknight and
weekend possessions will be
used;

Between Claydon Junction and
Aylesbury



If the work required under the
long term blockade between
Bicester and Claydon Junction
can be complete (and the
blockade therefore lifted)
before work on this section
begins, then a long term
blockade in this location is
proposed.

Marsh Lane

ALO working with weeknight and
weekend possessions, with some
more disruptive possessions as
required.

12

Closure of a section of railway to facilitate works such as construction or maintenance.

13

Works undertaken on a railway line whilst the line adjacent is open to rail traffic
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Construction Compounds

2.7.17

A number of compounds are required to facilitate and manage construction.
Compounds are located to suit the split of construction sections and subsections along the Project and to provide access to works areas. The siting
of compounds takes into account consultation with landowners, means of
access via the public highway, environmental features and constraints,
existing topography and ownership of different land parcels.

2.7.18

Each compound will act as a point of access off the highway network to the
Project for each construction sub-section. The design of access points and
junctions is to be in accordance with the DMRB standards (Highways Agency
(2008), 'Design Manual for Roads and Bridges) and take into account
comments received during consultation with the Local Highways Authorities
(LHA).

2.7.19

2.7.20

There will be three main types of compound:


Strategic compound – larger, main compound from which construction
and main project management is undertaken providing main office
space, main canteen areas, main welfare facilities and processing and
storage of site materials;



Satellite Compound – smaller compound from which construction for
that section is managed, comprising small offices and welfare facilities,
areas for the storage of plant and materials and some material
processing; and



Site Compound – comprising working areas for individual structures
such as highway bridges or footbridges.

It is currently assumed that each construction compound will remain in place
throughout the duration of the Project construction. i.e. for a maximum of five
years. In reality, this length of time will vary according to the construction
programme for the individual section, downward from the maximum of five
years. All construction compounds will be temporary i.e. they will be removed
as part of the last phase of construction and will not be present during
operation of the Project.

2.7.21

Figure 2.1 in Volume 4, shows the proposed compound locations and the
proposed construction traffic routes on the local road network.
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2.7.22

Table 2.17 sets out the proposed strategic and satellite compound types for
each construction section:
Table 2.17 Proposed Construction Compounds

Section

2A

2B

2C

2D

2E

2F

Subsections

Compound Name

Compound Type

A1

Bicester

Strategic Compound

A2

Launton

Satellite Compound

A3

Marsh Gibbon

Satellite Compound

A4

Claydon Junction

Strategic Compound

B1

Steeple Claydon

Satellite Compound

B2

Verney Junction

Satellite Compound

B3

Furze Lane

Satellite Compound

B4

Little Horwood

Strategic Compound

B5

Swanbourne

Satellite Compound

B6

Bletchley

Strategic Compound

C1

Wellington Place

Satellite Compound

C2

Bletchley Viaduct

Satellite Compound

D1

M1 Junction 13

Satelite Compound

D2

Ridgemont

Satellite Compound

E1*

Calvert

Satellite Compound

E2*

Calvert Waste

Satellite Compound

E3

Quainton

Satellite Compound

E4

Waddesdon

Satellite Compound

E5

Akeman Street

Strategic Compound

E6

Aylesbury Vale Parkway

Satellite Compound

E7

Rabans Close

Satellite Compound

F1

Marsh Lane

Strategic Compound

*These compounds are located in the HS2 Construction Area – TBC.

2.7.23

Each compound will require utilities supplies. Where local services are
available this will be from mains provided connections. Connections will be
determined on a site-by-site basis:
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2.7.24



Electricity – where available and with agreement of statutory provider, a
compound would be connected to a mains electrical supply. Where a
suitable connection is not available, power will be via a generator fuelled
from a double-bunded tank. It is likely that each compound will require
a generator during initial set up until the mains electricity supply is
established;



Water – where available, connection to the 32mm diameter local water
main will be provided. Where a suitable supply is not available, drinking
water will be provided in 25 litre bottle feed water coolers at regular
intervals. Brown, not potable, water for toilet facilities will be provided
via water tanks on site; and



Drainage – run-off will be managed on a site by site basis, in most cases
via grading of the compound area towards perimeter attenuation
ditches. Foul water from welfare facilities will be discharged to the local
foul drainage network if a connection is available, otherwise an above
ground foul water processing plant will be used to treat the foul water
allowing it to be discharged into a nearby water course. On the smaller
compounds, the alternative to a mains drainage connection would be an
above ground foul tank, emptied every month for disposal to a sewage
treatment works.

Compound preparation will require works to provide access to the compound.
These will be followed by preparation of the compound area. Typically these
mobilisation activities will comprise:

2.7.25



Removal of topsoil;



Installation of drainage, wherever necessary;



Provision of a geo-textile, then stone surface;



Provision of concrete strip foundations for staff welfare buildings; and



Installing the welfare buildings.

Topsoil removed will be shaped into 2m high bunds around the perimeter of
each compound for storage until reinstated after completion. The bunds will
be seeded to control weed growth and surface water run-off.

2.7.26

Access footpaths, car parking and access roads to the welfare buildings will
be created within the compounds. These facilities will be segregated from the
materials and plant storage areas and the materials processing area.
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Construction Access

2.7.27

The linear nature of the Project, along with the geographic location means a
number of routes will be used by road traffic vehicles to access compounds
and works areas. The nearby M1 and M40 motorways will provide access
from the wider country. Closer in to the Project, the A41, A43 and A5 roads
bisect the area, in addition to a number of narrow A and B roads.

2.7.28

During construction, compounds provide the main access points to haul
roads and other works areas for the Project. Construction traffic will, in
general, avoid use of the wider highway network to access the Project Area,
though the local highway network will be used to access the compounds from
outside the Project Area.

2.7.29

The access strategy for the Project is still in development, but each
compound will have a dedicated access route identified using the following
criteria:

2.7.30



There will be a single dedicated delivery route to each compound;



Use will be made of the widest and most direct routes to access either
the M1 or M40 motorways;



Construction traffic will avoid travelling through villages/residential areas
if possible;



Construction traffic will avoid routes that will pass sensitive receptors
such as schools; and



Construction traffic will avoid routes which are twisty or involve many
turning manoeuvres.

Possible routes are currently being assessed for constraints and will be
developed in consultation with the LHAs. The routes, once agreed, will be set
out in a Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP).

2.7.31

The land within the Project Boundary takes account of requirements for both
construction working areas and construction access routes. This is to seek to
minimise the use of local roads by construction traffic.
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Haul Roads
2.7.32

Haul roads will provide access to the Project Area from compounds. The
preferred layout will be to have a single direction haul road located on each
side of the Project Area. This is to allow for access to both sides of the railway
without affecting any on-going construction operations. In some locations, the
positioning of a haul road is to be restricted to one side of the corridor only.
This gives rise to a requirement for dual-directional haul roads at those
locations.

2.7.33

The standard width assumed for the temporary haul road, across the Project,
is 12m. This width allows for the batters14, storage of topsoil, temporary road
drainage and fencing. The structure of the haul road is likely to be a tarmac
base, underlain by a type 1 sub-base and a stabilised sub-soil.

2.7.34

Provision of the haul roads will be undertaken alongside compound set up as
part of the start-up phase of construction.
Rail Access

2.7.35

The Project Area connects into the operational rail network at Bicester,
Aylesbury and Bletchley, which provide access onto the Midland Main Line,
Chiltern Main Line and the WCML. This means that track material deliveries
via rail will be possible for the Project.

2.7.36

Track materials such as ballast and rails will benefit from haulage by train as
these materials have pre-existing stockpiles and loading facilities along the
wider railway network. These materials will also be delivered in stages as the
rail installation progresses so that they are near to the part of the Project
requiring them.
Construction Traffic

2.7.37

An estimate of vehicle movements associated with each of the compound
locations has been derived from knowledge of the current design along with

14

A receding slope of a wall, structure, or earthwork
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professional judgement based on building similar rail schemes. The estimate
used for the purpose of assessment treats each construction section
individually and does not take account of the likely shared resource between
sections

running

concurrently.

The

construction

vehicle

numbers

summarised in Chapter 14 (Traffic and Transport), are therefore a worst case
estimate for the purposes of environmental assessment and, in reality,
numbers will be lower. All construction traffic will be managed through a
CTMP.
Traffic Management
2.7.38

Each construction compound will be the subject of a site-specific traffic
management plan, developed as separate documents, which will capture the
requirements for traffic management such as traffic route signage, signing
and guarding site access and egress, coordination of road closures and
diversions, as well as route, timing or volume restrictions.
Public Rights of Way (PRoWs)

2.7.39

Construction of the Project will involve the operation of heavy plant and
machinery. To ensure the safety of both the public and site operatives, it is
proposed that rights of way within the Project Area are subject to closure or
temporary diversion whilst construction activity is taking place.
De-vegetation

2.7.40

De-vegetation and site clearance will be undertaken as part of and following
installation of the haul roads. The work will progress from the compounds
outwards toward the adjacent compounds in both directions.

2.7.41

The work will result in the stockpiling of trees and brash, prior to chipping.
The wood chip will either be removed for use, or retained on site to be used
as mulch for planting.

2.7.42

De-vegetation and site clearance will be required along the length of railway
from Bicester to Bletchley Flyover and from Station Road, Quainton to
Aylesbury Vale Parkway.
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2.7.43

Site clearance between Bletchley and Denbigh Hall South Junction will be
limited to the area surrounding Denbigh Hall South Junction and Bletchley
Flyover, whilst for the area between Claydon Junction and Aylesbury
clearance works will only need to take place over the footprint of structures,
earthworks and compound areas associated with the individual structures’
construction sites.
Utilities

2.7.44

There are a number of utility services affected by the Project, which will
require diversions as part of the construction phase.

2.7.45

Where possible, those utility services located within existing roads will be
diverted using temporary road space possessions. In the event there is
insufficient space to undertake the required works and provide the necessary
road space for traffic, temporary road closures and diversions will be
proposed. All works proposed in relation to the public highway will be
arranged in consultation with the LHAs and undertaken under a specific traffic
management scheme.

2.7.46

Buried utility services that will be crossed by haul roads will be assessed and
protected by reinforced concrete protection slabs where necessary, which will
be installed following de-vegetation and clearance in preparation for
construction of the haul roads.

2.7.47

Certain buried utility services, such as gas and fuel pipelines, will require an
exclusion zone to be provided, prohibiting excavation or machinery, except
for that directly engaged in diversion works.

2.7.48

Some overhead services crossing the railway will be re-routed underground
via under track duct crossings, or where available, via adjacent bridge
structures. Safety barriers will be provided for each overhead crossing until
the diversion takes place.
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2.7.49

All utility service works will be designed and planned in consultation with the
owning statutory providers responsible for the services. Sufficient space is
allowed within the Project Boundary to accommodate these works.
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)

2.7.50

It is proposed that construction activities will be managed through the
framework of a CoCP. As required by NR Standard Contract Requirements
(NR/L2/ENV/01515), a Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) will be produced in advance and implemented during construction by
the EWR Alliance. The CEMP will comply with the requirements of
NR/L2/ENV/015 and the CoCP. The CEMP will be continually updated and
will form the basis for the management of construction activities, particularly
in relation to the environment.

2.7.51

The CoCP will be the mechanism by which the mitigation measures relating
to construction set out in this Draft ES will be secured. A draft version of the
CoCP will be submitted with the TWAO Application, and an initial version is
presented as part of this round of consultation (Appendix 1.4, Volume 3). Prior
to construction, the CoCP will be revised to take account of the latest
mitigation measures and planning conditions agreed, thereby securing their
implementation.

2.8

Operation and Maintenance
Proposed Services

2.8.1

The Project will deliver new passenger and freight services during its
operation.

2.8.2

Table 2.18 Summary of proposed services summarises the proposed
services, speeds and frequencies of both passenger and freight trains for
which the Project will deliver the required infrastructure.

15

http://standards.globalspec.com/std/1512283/nr-l2-env-015-issue-6
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Table 2.18 Summary of proposed services

Proposed services
Section

Current services

Bicester to
Claydon
Junction

Year of Opening
(2024)

Growth Scenario
(2043)

No passenger
services
Freight, max 20
mph

3 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 100 mph
1 freight train each
way per hour, max 75
mph

4 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 100 mph
2 freight trains each
way per hour, max
75mph

No trains

4 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 100 mph
1 freight train each
way per hour, max 75
mph

6 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 100 mph,
2 freight trains per
each way per hour,
max 75mph

Bletchley to
Milton Keynes

N/A

4 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 100 mph
1 freight train each
way per hour, max 75
mph

6 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 100 mph,
2 freight trains per
each way per hour,
max 75mph

Bletchley to
Bedford

1 passenger train
each way per hour,
max 60 mph
Freight rights

2 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 60 mph
Freight rights

2 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 60 mph
Freight rights

Claydon
Junction to
Aylesbury
Vale Parkway

Freight, max 20
mph

2 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 90 mph
1 freight train in
alternate directions
per hour, max 75 mph

2 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 90 mph
1 freight train in
alternate directions
per hour, max 75 mph

Aylesbury
Vale Parkway
to Aylesbury
Station

1 passenger train
each way per hour,
max 60 mph

2 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 60 mph
Freight, max 20 mph

2 passenger trains
each way per hour,
max 60 mph
Freight, max 20 mph

Aylesbury
Station to
Princes
Risborough

1 passenger train
each way per hour,
max 40 mph
1 freight train in
each direction per
hour, max 40 mph

No change

No change

Claydon
Junction to
Bletchley
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Operational Working Hours

2.8.3

Operational working hours will be determined in part by the proposed service
pattern. A conservative estimate of operational hours for the Project, based
on the proposed timetable described in the previous section, is therefore
estimated and used for the purposes of this assessment. This estimate is also
in accordance with the hours of operation on adjacent railway routes, and is
broadly:

2.8.4

2.8.5



Passenger services: 0500 – 0100; and



Freight services: 24 hour running.

However, operational hours for the Project will more likely be:


Monday to Saturday: 05.30 – 23.30; and



Sunday: 07.30 – 22.30.

The Final ES will confirm a more detailed operational timetable including
periods at the start and beginning of the day where frequency of services are
reduced.
Maintenance

2.8.6

To ensure safe and effective operation of the Project, maintenance activities
will be required. A detailed Maintenance Strategy will be prepared during
detailed design, but it is likely that the following activities will be required and
it is on this basis that the assessment is undertaken:

2.8.7



Weekly inspections;



Repairs;



Switch and crossing (S&C) inspection;



Drainage system inspection and maintenance; and



Control system maintenance and repair.

Permanent access and maintenance compounds will be required to support
these proposed activities. Whilst the precise locations of these sites will be
more fully determined during detailed design, sufficient area within the Project
Boundary is provided to accommodate this infrastructure.
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2.8.8

There are two existing maintenance depots that will cover the majority of the
proposed Project. These are:


Birmingham/Banbury depot, which will service the Project between
Bicester and Bletchley; and



Bletchley depot, which will service the Project at the West Coast Main
Line and between Bletchley and Bedford.

Maintenance Visits
2.8.9

There will be a small amount of site and staff activity, and associated traffic,
during the operation of the Project for the purposes of planned maintenance
visits. A Maintenance Strategy will be prepared during detailed design.

2.8.10

In addition, there may be instances where unplanned maintenance activities
are required, for example, to repair damage caused by vandalism or weather
related incidents.

2.8.11

Any activities will be managed according to appropriate management plans
and policies incorporating management of safety and potential environmental
impacts. Further detail will likely become available as the East West Rail
organisation comes into operation.
Maintenance Working Hours

2.8.12

Maintenance working hours are dependent upon operational working hours.
This is because maintenance can be more safely carried out whilst trains are
not running.

For the purposes of this assessment, it is assumed that

maintenance could occur at any time during the 24 hour period.
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